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SPOTLIGHT

AMBER MANNON

DEREK NOBLE

TEFLON SEGA

That weekly dig on iTunes af-
fords a gem or two. A while 
back we discovered Saint Jhn, 
one of the best unknown rap-
pers from New York. While we 
admired his catalog of great-
ness, we soon discovered Tef-
lon Sega. It’s nearly impossible 
to describe Sega’s style, but 

there is no doubt that his fairly 
unknown status will quickly turn 
to stardom. The music is soft but 
heavy, subtle but layered with 
intensity. It’s Massive Attack on 
some Barry White baby-making 
s**t! Check out “Beretta Lake” 
featuring Saint Jhn and all is 
pretty instant. IG @teflonsega

Ink is all over the world now. 
It’s in the NFL, it’s on televi-
sion, it’s almost as if anyone 

without a tattoo is now the 
minority. Derek Noble is a Se-
attle-based tattoo artist (Dark 

Age Tattoo) 
who needs no 
introduction, 
especially if 
you know the 
elite inkmas-
ters. It’s al-
most limitless 
what Derek 
can do with 
a machine 
and those 
who seek that 
piece for life 
need to make 
way to the 
Pacific North-
west and pay 
Noble a visit. 
w w w . D e r -
ekNobleTat -

toos.com

QUICK  LOOKS  INTO  THE  OVERALL  ART  
WORLD...AND  THEN  SOME.



TONI MICHELLE

JOE LUJAN

MEG KIRKPATRICK
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There are those that 
purchase a camera and 
go through years of trial 
and error, and then there 
are naturally gifted pho-
tographers like Arizona’s 
Amber Mannon. A model 
herself, Amber knows 
both sides of the camera 
and her approach to get-
ting the right shot is al-
ways very calculated and 
firm. She has shot nearly 
every top tattoo model in 
the world as well as hun-
dreds of models outside 
of the skin and ink game. 
Magazine covers? There 
is probably no major ink 

magazine that hasn’t 
had a Mannon Pictures 
picture in it, and her list 
of cover efforts are quite 
extensive from Skin & Ink 
to Tattoo and from Rebel 
Ink to Savage (to name 
just a few). An eye for 
what looks good is essen-
tial in this business, and 
Amber Mannon has that 
eye. If you’re a model and 
haven’t shot with Amber 
yet, you’d better get your 
fine ass in gear and book 
her awesome sauce right 
meow! IG @amber_man-
non (Pictured Model: 
Shelly D’Inferno). 

We choose never to really offer 
that critic vibe with Mass Media 
because everything is subject to 
opinion and we’re really, really 
picky when it comes to film dia-
logue, overall acting chops, and 
shot selection. Enter Nevada di-
rector Joe Lujan. This guy gets 
it, and his creations under the 
Carcass Studios umbrella may 
put him on the map much sooner 
than even he thinks. There is 
no expense spared on keeping 
the cheese factor out of Lujan’s 
overall portfolio, and the edge 
to his work is any Underworld 
fans best possible nightmare. It’s 
rather hard to classify Joe’s work 

as sci-fi or horror or even fantasy 
because the layers of his work 
walk their own path in a sense. 
His newest forthcoming project, 
The Immortal Wars: Resurgence, 
is said to be his largest-scale and 
most breaking-point project to-
date. Even Joe himself explains 
how he pushed everything past 
go. “I was thinking big,” Lujan 
says. “Somehow, someway I’m 
going to do it!” Sure enough, ev-
ery trailer, every clip and every 
angle we have seen of Joe Lu-
jan’s work is a go big or go home 
mentality, and anyone in the cur-
rent film industry has to respect 
that. www.carcass-studios.com

With so many new tattoo 
models it’s hard to remem-
ber them all. But, then comes 
along a model that is so 
grateful, so into becoming a 
model that they forgo nerves 
and dive right in with the right 
tools to succeed from the 
jump. This can easily be said 
about New Mexico’s Toni Mi-
chelle and the ink she wears 
proudly upon her skin. “Tick, 
my tattoo artist, (Black Rat 
Tattoo - Las Cruces, NM) re-

ally puts her time and talent 
into my work,” says TM. “My 
tattoos have helped me learn 
to feel comfortable in my own 
skin and helped push me into 
the tattoo modeling world.” 
That world is looking pretty 
wide open for model Toni Mi-
chelle as her eagerness to 
shoot straight for the top is as 
bold as the dedication to her 
back (neck to ankles) piece.  
IG @t0ni.x0 (Photo Credit: 
Foto Door Photography)

We’ve attended a grip of comic 
conventions, and it seems this 
is the new stomping grounds 
for not only comic book, but 
conceptual, fantasy-based and 
commercial artists too. When 
we met Meg Kirkpatrick in our 
mutual hometown of Portland, 
Oregon we were drawn to her 
style with a series of tribute 
pieces to the former NBC shock-
fest Hannibal. Meg can go from 
dark and brooding to radiant and 
colorful with the stroke of her 
wrist, and her palette is 
like the best possible 
version of an emo-
tional roller coaster. 

Her work has been well 
received by both fans 
and her peers. Whether a pen, 
a pencil, a brush or another 
form of creative device, Meg is 
someone to look out for in the art 
world. www.megkirkpatrick.com
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As a model, as a mom, as an entrepreneur, I’d like to think that 
I have been around the block and earned my stripes. So, why 
not do a column for a high-profile magazine and share my experi-
ences with others trying to break into the industry. Yup, that’s how 
Moss-Mode was born. Let the Q&A begin...

“What are the right ways to go about getting into tattoo modeling 
specifically? Also, what should I avoid that may slow me down?” 
-Shumaya Thorne (Round Rock, Texas)

Hey Shumaya,

Getting started is the fun and exciting part - keeping it moving and 
evolving is more difficult. The biggest advice is just to have fun. 
Remember that good things happen, and shitty things happen. 
How you handle your highs and lows will ultimately shape you in 
this industry. Building your portfolio and social media fan base is 
a big key. It is an acting resume that anyone and everyone can 
look up at any time. With that said, Your social media’s are a first 
impression. Stay laser focused on your goals and what you want 
to achieve, surround yourself with people who want to see you 
succeed and jump at every opportunity that presents itself.

“I have modeled for a few years, but the photographers in my area 
don’t really shoot the style I see myself doing best with. What do I 
do?” -Pam Pennington (Leeds, United Kingdom)

Hey Pam,

Just like models, photographers are always looking for ways to 
grow and evolve. I select specific photographers because of their 
style, and I want to challenge myself to fit their mold and style. I 
have a few really good friends that are photographers that I can 
send a picture to and see if they want to try it. We are both usually 
stepping out of our comfort zones to try something new, and it is 
always lots of fun for both sides. I would find images that inspire 
you, and you are passionate about and reach out to your local 
photographers to see if they would like to try and recreate similar 
imagery. There is always a way to shoot something that you abso-
lutely love, you just have to get creative and find someone who is 
ready to get creative with you!

“What was your first tattoo and why? -Brent Castaway (Sarasota, 
Florida)

Hey Brent,

The first tattoo I ever got was my childhood best friend’s name. 
Her name was Rashelle, and we were the free-spirited wild girls of 
our group. We had planned for years to get our first tattoos togeth-
er when we turned eighteen, but she was tragically taken from me 
before we saw our 18th birthdays. Keeping true to my promise to 
her, I got her name and her dates on my right hip because I know 
she would have done the same had it been me instead of her.

“Do you feel it’s still tough as a female in any overall industry? How 
do you command respect as a model, a business owner, even 
as a mother doing all of the above? Even if it’s less of an issue 
these days, what advice would you give when facing adverse re-
actions?” -Remmy Champron (West Covina, California) 

Hey Remmy,

Great Question! I have always really enjoyed being the odd (wo)
man out - that push the limits kind of woman. We sometimes un-
derestimate the type of power we truly possess in male-dominated 
industries. I believe women that walk their truths every day need-
ing zero validation from anyone are a very rare breed. Women 
who are determined to rise do not need to command the respect 
that they rightfully earn each day. I have always held myself to 
higher standards than I hold anyone else to. I believe as long as 
you carry yourself with humility, ethics, and respect, people have 
no choice but to respect you.

Questions for Heather? Keep it professional, but no topic is be-
yond an answer. Write your question (50-60 words or less) to 
info@wearemmm.com and if that question makes the cut, look for 
it in a future issue of Mass Media Magazine. 
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T
here are bands 
and musicians 
over generations 

that have made music one of the most influential mediums 
in existence. Each of these creators inspire us, motivate us, 
and even cultivate us in who we are and what we can be-
come. To each his or her own as to who the best of the best 
really are, but we decided it was important to share our Top 
10 Music Icons Of All-Time because every story of evolution 
can be inspiration, motivation, and cultivation in itself.

1. ELVIS PRESLEY
Born January 8, 1935, in Topelo, Mississippi, Elvis Aaron 
Presley is the definition of what a music icon was and should 
be. Though some of his eventual habits don’t make for the 
best examples, “The King” could control time and space by 
simply showing his face, shaking his hips and speaking a 
single line from any one of his 23 #1 albums. Yes, anyone 
that hauls in nearly a billion dollars in album sales has firm 
control (in life and death). Elvis was a musician, an actor, a 
father and a husband, and ultimately he became his own 
worst enemy. From 1953 to 1973 Presley accomplished 
more as an icon than most men or women in the music in-
dustry could accomplish in a lifetime. Every studio session, 
every television appearance, every film set seemed to be-
come a step-up with the presence of Elvis “The Pelvis.” It 
was Elvis Presley and The Beatles that were responsible 
for so many female tears (out of pure excitement) over a 
double decade span. By the time 1973 and Hawaii then Las 
Vegas days came, the career of Elvis Aaron Presley was div-
ing into darker days. Pills and alcohol causing cardiac arrest 
was eventually the end of the Graceland era. On August 16, 
1977, Elvis died at his Memphis home, and the music world 
mourns his death to this day. Fun Fact: Elvis Presley was a 
huge Monty Python fan and fascinated by the World Music 
genre. IG @elvis

2. TUPAC SHAKUR
What made us love, respect and admire a true rap gangster 

so much? Why did Lesane Parish Crooks aka Tupac Shakur 
have such an impact over an industry that mostly ignored 
and condemned the genre of hip-hop so much? You see, 
there are leaders, and there are followers. 2Pac was no fol-
lower, and he spoke the truth no matter the consequence. 
That - you have to admire and respect! Born in Harlem, New 
York, Shakur was merely expressing life by the time he re-
leased his first studio recording in 1987 with Digital Under-
ground. Those expressions turned to anthems and poetic 
truths that captured the attention of his community and even 
those who saw color as poverty, fear and standards lower 
than their own. This fueled Pac to be heard, and by the time 
his debut record dropped in 1991, it was clear that Tupac 
Shakur was no one-hit wonder. What may be more signifi-
cant than anything about 2Pac was the impact he had over 
such a short period of time. His overall professional career 
only spanned five short years, but his legacy has gone on to 
become timeless. His truth was his word, his word was his 
bond, and his legacy is forever solidified in music history. 
Something about one of Harlem’s most iconic creations was 
the honesty we needed to hear at a time when the lines be-
tween black and white were finally starting to cross. There is 
still a bit of mystery surrounding his death in 1996, a mystery 
to this day that is still unsolved. Fun Fact: 2Pac called out 
Donald Trump back in 1992, predicting the future in so many 
words regarding Trump’s overall character. IG @2pac

3. MARIA BRINK 
If you aren’t familiar with Maria Brink and her contributions to 
the female staircase rising to the top of heavy metal, you’d 
best get on Google right now and educate yourself. There is 
no female musician EVER that possesses the raw prowess 
of Maria Brink. Maria was a star from the day she was born 
in Schenectady, New York in 1977. Her star-factor since has 
paved the way for several female leads to prosper in a genre 
no longer consumed entirely by men. Sure, you had Doro 
and Lita Ford, OTEP, and Karen Crisis, but not until Maria 
Diane Brink came along did you have a woman that could 
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(YOU SHOULD THINK SO TOO!)

MUSIC ICONS OF ALL-TIME...AND WHY



wear so many hats (or 
fluffy dresses in Ma-
ria’s case). She is the 
Christina Aguilera of 
metal, a massive com-
pliment if you consider 
vocal range, power, 
and overall execution. 
Her band of 14 years, 
In This Moment, has 
paved a way into the 
history books with 
non-stop touring and consistent delivery with each and ev-
ery one of their seven studio albums to-date. Nobody does 
heavy like Maria, and nobody does a perfect ballad like Ma-
ria. Her voice is one of the most unique and powerful voices 
in the history of any genre, and we find complete comfort in 
Maria Brink as a #3 icon of all-time. Songs like “The Fighter,” 
“Burn,” “Into The Light” and “Lost At Sea” should make ITM 
beyond proud. They are contributions to the music industry 
that should be placed in the genius box for future worship. 
Fun Fact: Maria is an accomplished painter and regular ad-

vocate for the non-profit organiza-
tion PETA. IG @mariabrinkofficial

4. ICE CUBE
As a group, nobody can deny the 
iconic roads paved by N.W.A. in 
the 80’s. From the ashes of that 
gangster rap supergroup came 
Ice Cube. There were times when 
he evolved within the band and 
times where “beef” fueled the fire. 
But, fire equals passion, and we 
all forgive (or should) in the end 
when brothers agree to disagree. 
Eventually, the members of N.W.A. 
were brothers again. O’Shea Jack-
son Sr. (born June 15, 1969) was 
a kid from South Central that be-
came a household name through 
his overall career in music as well 
as an extensive acting career that 

began in 1991 with the release of the legendary urban film 
Boyz N The Hood. From there everything was a freeway for 
Cube. He was fast-tracked to the top by way of drama, com-
edy and an overall persona of likeability that could only be 
explained as “who doesn’t dig Ice Cube?” Much like Snoop 
Dogg, the hip-hop community embraced Ice Cube from day 
one. What started as intimidation turned to admiration and 
that’s what makes O’Shea Jackson great. Fun Fact: Ice 
Cube was a member of the CIA. Well, the rap group (1984) 
one anyway. IG @icecube

5. LANA DEL REY
A woman that can 
make any man melt 
is perfect although 
Elizabeth Woolridge 
Grant (also known 
as Lizzy Grant and 
then Lana Del Rey) 
would never ask to 
own that title person-
ally. She feels she is 

just another entity 
traveling through 
the time and space 
she has been 
given. When Lana 
slipped into the 
scene circa 2005, 
it was immediately 
evident that she 
was an old soul 
that mirrored past 
female swooners 

such as Nina Simone and Billie Holiday. Her debut album, 
Born To Die, sold over 3.5 million copies that year (2012) and 
a critic-bashed performance on Saturday Night Live showed 
us that musicians are human and flawed. Kristin Wig’s SNL 
spoof of Lana weeks later was not only genius, it was also 
a big middle finger to critics. Since her debut, Lana has re-
leased five multi-platinum efforts, several movie-esque mu-
sic videos and performed sold-out world tours. Why did we 
place her at #5 above several other females from the history 
of music? Easy...Lana Del Rey is simply a masterpiece by 
design. Fun Fact: Lana signed her 
first record deal in 2007 with Five 
Point Records. IG @lanadelrey

6. OZZY OSBOURNE
Once upon a time John Michael 
“Ozzy” Osbourne said, “Out of 
everything I’ve lost, I miss my 
mind the most!” A historical quote 
from a historic root in music his-
tory. What hasn’t Ozzy done since 
Black Sabbath was born in 1969? 
Well, controversy was a big part of 
Osbourne’s career in the 70’s and 
80’s due to dove decapitations, 
teen suicide scapegoating and live 
performances that ended in true 
band member fashion. One could 
say that drugs and alcohol played 
a massive part in Ozzy’s overall 
success and controversial charm. 
He is the definition of an icon, and there isn’t one household 
in the world that couldn’t at least tell you who the Birming-
ham, England born vocalist is. He is simply a legend who 
has influenced millions over his 51-year career and is still 
going for it at the ripe age of 69! Fun Fact: Not only did Ozzy 
pee on the Alamo statue in Texas (1982), he snorted a line of 
ants later that evening. IG @ozzyosbourne

7. BLAKE SHELTON
We grew up on country music but have never really been 
a fan of the genre, that is, until Blake Shelton came along. 

Yeah, you have 
to show kudos to 
the likes of Garth 
Brooks, Alan Jack-
son and Reba for 
their contributions 
to country, however, 
nobody in country 
music is more polar-
izing than Mr. Shel-
ton. We were never 
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fans of music-based competition shows until good ‘ol Team 
Blake came along. On NBC’s The Voice you really get a front 
row preview of his greatness as an overall human being. He is 
performs at the top of his class on all personal and profession-
al fronts. The 42-year old Oklahoma native is a badass if you 
think about it. Two words say it all...Gwen and Stefani! C’mon, 
you land one of music’s hottest women and your status as said 
badass breaks the scale. It’s also hard to find a bad song on all 
eleven of his albums. In short, likeability is just as important as 
the music, and Blake Tollison Shelton is just as likeable as his 
catchphrase “pick me!” Fun Fact: One word...mullet! 

8. PETER STEELE
Rock stars come and go over the years and just like anybody 
else they are brought into the world and then taken for rea-
sons unknown because we weren’t there at the time to see the 
truth. For us, Peter Steele was not only an icon, he was also a 
friend. We saw him on his best days and during his darkest just 
days before his death by way of an aortic aneurysm in 2010. 
Brooklyn-born Petrus Thomas Ratajczyk, also known as Peter 

Steele blessed the metal world with a voice that will never be 
rivaled. From his beginnings in Fallout, Carnivore and Subzero 
to his finality with Type O’ Negative, Peter was revered by all 
of his fans, peers and those who knew him knew how giving 
and humble Peter could be - and was. Type O’ and the vocals 
of Peter Steele were so unique in fact that bands were often 
quoted saying, “how do we follow that!?!” Even those of com-
parison such as Glenn Danzig recognized Steele and the influ-
ence he had on his metal brethren. “Base not your joy on the 
deeds of others. For what has been given can be taken away,” 
Peter was quoted stating just before his death. Fun Fact: Peter 
had a thing for redheads. 

9. ARIANA GRANDE
Some may laugh at Ariana Grande being considered on any-
body’s Top 10, but only haters hate, and those who do their re-
search know those far beyond talent when they see (and hear) 
it. There is nobody in the music scene more versatile across 
the board than 25-year old Ariana Grande-Butera. Her vocals, 
her overall on-camera chops and those who know her person-



ally can’t shut up about how amazing this Boca-Raton, 
Florida-born talent really is. In overall context, vocally, 
Grande has a four-octave soprano vocal range and the 
whistle register; the highest plateau of the human voice. 
Pull up YouTube and some of her greatest moments can 
be seen on SNL as a host and musical guest, and her ap-
pearances on The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon have 
pulled some of the highest ratings in the shows 64-year 
run. She is a certified platinum success three times over, 
and her awards mantle is already 3/4 full. Now that (and 
all of the above) is Top-10 worthy in our eyes! Fun Fact: 
Ariana is a diehard horror movie fan. IG @arianagrande

10. MIKE PATTON
Where do we start and begin with the genius of Michael 
Allen Patton? He has had his hand in every music realm 
possible as a singer, songwriter, producer, composer, and 
the list goes on. From Faith No More to Lovage to Tom-
ahawk to Fantomas to Dead Cross, Patton has placed 
himself in any and every music hall of fame that resides in 
the souls of real music fans. His talents in music, film and 
the video game world brood from no genre with exception 
to maybe experimental. The now 50-year old Patton is so 
one-of-a-kind, and fresh, a pretty high-profile comedian 
said that Mike “should Patton himself.” Fun Fact: Mike 
Patton replaced Courtney Love as the original vocalist of 
Faith No More. IG @mikepatton_

HONORABLE MENTION(S)
Rob Halford of Judas Priest, Patsy Cline, Prince, Pete 
Sandoval of Morbid Angel, Lauren Hill of The Fugees,  
Jim Morrison, and every single member of The Beattles. 
-END
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Pictured left to right: 
Rob Halford, Patsy Cline, Prince



S
ome role models are born to lead and some mold them-
selves into leaders over their lives and their professional 
climb to the top. The exact def of such a title is: a person 

looked to by others as an example to be imitated. To us, it means 
all that and inspiration that comes from struggle, and triumph 
above and beyond all obstacles that one will face in life from the 
darkest of places. Meet 23-year old Shaquem 
Griffin, brother to Cornerback Shaquill Griffin 
of the Seattle Seahawks. 

Born in 1995 with amniotic band 
syndrome, Shaquem faced pain 
and adversity from day one, and 
at age four had his left hand 
amputated. Life quickly taught 
the Florida-born linebacker 
lessons of what it takes to 
rise above anything that life 
puts in your path. You see, 
Shaquem took the scholar-
ship he was offered to the 
University of Central Florida and 
quickly showed himself, and 
the world, what a one-handed 
athlete could do. By 22, the 
accolades were just as im-
pressive as the stats and 
overall achievements 
(ESPN 2017 All-Bowl 
Team, 2018 Peach 
Bowl MVP, Na-
tional Cham-
pion, AAC 
Champi-
on, etc. 
e t c . ) 
he was 
able to 
h a u l 
in on 
a colle-
giate level. 
Shaq’s col-
lege numbers 
(pre-NFL) included 110 tackles, 34 assisted tack-
les and 27 interceptions for 168 yards and a cou-
ple scores. By 23, he made history when he was 
signed to the NFL’s Seattle Seahawks and was 
reunited with his brother, Shaquill. Did we men-
tion the 6 ft. 227lb’er recently ran the fastest 40-
yard dash in NFL Combine history with a 4.38?

The Legion Of Boom just got an upgrade, and 
Shaquem Griffin simply shows us all that noth-
ing is impossible if you put in the work, physi-
cally and above all, mentally. Now THAT is the 
true definition of a role model. -RB

The future of football:
Seattle Seahawks
Linebacker Shaquem Griffin
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P
oint and click a simple search on the web, and it will 
define Dogtown as an impoverished area in West Los 
Angeles where surfers and skaters once ran amuck in 

the mid-‘70s. The search will tell you that Dogtown sits at the 
south side of Santa Monica, the part spanning the Venice 
and Ocean Park beaches. Dogtown is now a skeleton of its 
former self, its bones made up of singed and splintered pier 
wood. A search will show you “best of...” pics and historic 
words, but what it won’t tell you is that Dogtown was once 
a home and a family. It was something to belong to and, 
subsequently, something to defend no matter the method. It 
spawned a behavioral code. One unique to its inhabitants - 
some of which didn’t even surf or skate. No simple Google 
search could genuinely communicate it. Photographer and 
third-generation Dogtown skateboarder Pep Williams will tell 
you the same. From gracing the cover of Thrasher Magazine 
in ’91 to photographing Dogtown legend Jay Adams just be-
fore his untimely death. From sitting in meetings with Tupac 
Shakur to talking his way into state penitentiaries to produce 
photos rawer than fresh meat, Pep has done things most 
only daydream about at their day jobs, and Dogtown is to 
blame. 

MMM: Who is Pep Williams? 
PW: I’m just a normal guy enjoying this trip called life. I’m a 
fine art photographer, I own a PR company, I’m a partner in a 
coffee company in Indonesia, and I’m a partner in a fashion 
brand in London. Later this year (fingers crossed) I will be 
helping open a lifestyle store in Hong Kong. I’m also a third-
generation Dogtown skateboarder. 

MMM: Break it all down as ‘Lil Pep from back in the day?
PW: I was born in Florence and raised mostly in Florence 
and Watts (Los Angeles neighborhoods) between my par-
ents and grandparents homes. The summer was all about 
skating. I’d be out of the house by 9am because all the little 
kids in the neighborhood would come wake me up. About 

three days out of the week we would hit Venice. We would 
usually take the bus, but if someone didn’t have money, we 
would all skate there together. That’s about 36 miles, and we 
did it like it was nothing. I miss those days. My other grand-
parents were from Compton, so we were there a lot as well. 
My childhood was the best even though It was tough going 
through it. Despite the gang stuff and the fights, every day 
was an adventure. 

MMM: What made you pick up a camera?
PW: Coming up as a kid, I was a professional skateboarder, 
so I was being shot often by very popular and famous pho-
tographers. I always loved photography, but I never had a 
camera. I had several sponsors though, some being cloth-
ing brands, so they would often use me for fashion shows. 
I did that for a bit, and from there everything changed. One 
day in 1996, a designer at a shoot was freaking out because 
his photographer double booked. When I found out the job 
paid $6,000, I immediately shouted: “I’m a photographer!” 
Everyone looked at me in shock because I had never men-
tioned photography before. When they asked for my portfo-
lio, I said, “We don’t have time for that now, let’s just get it 
done!” Like I said, I had never even owned a camera before, 
but for $6,000 I could definitely become a photographer. So, 
I hired a kid from a local college photo class, paid him $250 
for the day, and asked him what we needed for the shoot. 
We went to Sammy’s Camera and rented equipment. He set 
everything up, and I just pressed the button. I was hooked.

MMM: Now, tell us what put you on a deck?
PW: I got into skating in 1975 because of my sister. I’m not 
sure why she wanted a skateboard, but she did. So, she got 
one and while she was at school I would ride it. There has 
always been a board in my life, but at the time I considered 
it more of a toy. I didn’t even know people skated. I didn’t 
meet another skater until I was 11-years old. When I was 
13, I learned how to make fake bus passes, so I started to 

Thru The Eyes of an OG

AMANDA PEUKERT CHATS WITH PHOTOGRAPHY LEGEND PEP WILLIAMS
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venture out all over the city, and that’s when I found Venice 
and Dogtown. 

MMM: When you were 19, you were on the cover of Thrash-
er Magazine (1991). How did that cover come about?
PW: That image was shot in June 1990 by Cesario “Block” 
Montano. At the time, I had been in a number of TV com-
mercials, films, and music videos, but when the cover came 
out, I didn’t even know about its existence. I remember Eric 
Dressen coming up to me and asking if I’d seen it. I thought he 
was joking, so I didn’t take it seriously. When I finally saw it, I 
was blown away. I still do a few skate-related signing tours ev-
ery year in the U.S. and Brazil. It’s always cool to see people 
bringing me covers they’ve had for over 20 years.

MMM: What was it like being a black skater when the 
sport was predominantly white? 
PW: Coming up as a black skater actually wasn’t rough at 
all, especially in L.A. I was just a kid on a board. It’s when 
you went to other states in the deep South that they’d kind of 
give you a look, but skating crosses all racial barriers. If you 
can skate, you’d just go skate. Color didn’t matter if you could 
actually do it. I have skate friends down south that I’ve had 
for over 25 years. If you saw them, you’d think they’d never 
even spoken to a black person before, but I consider them 
my brothers. People see us together down there and take a 
second look, but to us, it’s the love of the sport that brought 
us together. Most people will never understand that in their 
lifetime and it’s sad. I also have skate friends in Japan, Brazil, 
and Europe who I’ve known since the 80’s, but we can’t even 
talk to each other because they don’t speak English. [Laughs]
So what!?! It’s always a good time.

MMM: You’ve done so much in your life and that means 
you’ve probably seen your fair share of crazy sh**, right?
PW: Yes, I’ve seen some crazy stuff, for sure, but I ain’t no 
snitch! [Laughs]

MMM: You recently did a photo shoot inside 
Chuckawalla State Prison. 
Break that 
down for us.
PW: The shoot 
I did in Chuck-
awalla State 
Prison was truly 
amazing. It took 
about four years 
to figure out how 
to get permission 
to shoot freely in 

“COMING  UP  AS  A  BLACK  SKATER  ACTUALLY  WASN’T  ROUGH  
AT ALL.  I  WAS  JUST  A  KID  ON  A  BOARD.  IF  YOU  COULD  SKATE...

YOU’D  JUST  GO  SKATE.  COLOR  DIDN’T  MATTER.”
- PEP WILLIAMS
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the yard. I was invited to shoot at Ironwood State Prison 
as well, and also recently invited to shoot at San Quentin in 
September, so I’m excited about that. Some of the images 
taken from those shoots are my favorite pieces I’ve ever 
done. I had been wanting to shoot inside of a prison for for-
ever. I have always liked things that seem impossible to do. 
After the first shoot, the State of California Corrections saw 
what I did, and everyone loved it. I think it’s because I shot 
it in a positive light. Now, I’m being invited to shoot all over. 

MMM: Let’s shift gears here to music. 
What motivates and connects that me-
dium to what you do with a camera?
PW: Music? All of it! I love music. It’s been 
my passion for years. In the early ‘90s, I 
was at Death Row and Interscope. I’ve 
done a lot in the music business and still 
do. When Suge Knight signed Tupac, 
everyone was happy, and I knew Pac 
in ’94, so when he came to The Row 
in ’95, I was stoked. It’s funny, Tupac 
and I would always see each other in 
Venice, and he’d trip out on how good 
I could skate. Then, later in the same 
day, I’d be sitting at a board meet-
ing in a suit. Too many good times. I 
also managed members of System 
of a Down. The point is, I love all 
music, all types, from all over the 
world.   

MMM: What are some of your 
favorite activities aside from pho-
tography and skating?
PW: My favorite thing to do is just chill with friends and cre-
ate. Most of the people I know are creators of some sort, and 
that’s important because it keeps me on my toes, especially 
in business. Travel is a big thing for me now. If I’m not getting 
my art out in the world, then why am I doing it at all?

MMM: Describe a day in the life of Pep Williams.
PW: Depending on where I am, it usually consists of meet-
ings and planning for the next event or marketing campaign. 
My meetings are usually at the Bel Air Hotel or Peninsula 
Hotel in Beverly Hills, but I live in Westwood, so sometimes 
I just skate there. I’ll pull up on a skateboard one day and in 
a Bentley the next - it’s funny. My board is always in my car, 
so when I’m near the beach for meetings I just go skate after.  

MMM: Speaking of The Beach, what’s Venice/LA mean 
to you? 
PW: It’s who I am and what molded me. I came up in a time 
where you had to be a survivor, a time where you weren’t 
sure you would make it to the next day. I’ve been shot, there 
have been drive-by shootings outside my house; countless 
fights. You had to come up hard. I guess I was just smart 
enough to channel the negative energy into my skating. I 
lost a lot of friends to gang violence, and it sucks, but it’s 
what L.A. and Venice were at the time. L.A.and Venice have 
given way to gentrification. Today, 80% of the people you 
see walking down Abbott Kinney in Venice wouldn’t even be 
allowed there back in the day. A lot of locals complain about 

the major change, but I love it because I’d much rather see 
a bunch of hipsters eating their vegan dishes and drinking 
their non-fat rice-milk lattes than see a kid dead in the street 
every week like it used to be. However, I am proud to have 
been raised in that era, because most people aren’t very 
inclined to fight for what they believe in.

MMM: Any current gigs or projects keeping you busy?
PW: I’m working on some cool projects in Paris. I also have a 
cool project I’m doing In Oslo, Norway shooting some of the 
most amazing sculptures I have ever seen. I will be building 

a photography show around it. 

MMM: Do you have 
a n y 

words of 
wisdom for 
a s p i r i n g 
p h o t o g s 
and skat-
ers trying 
to make 
t h e i r 
mark?
P W : 

Through my 
experience and the experi-
ences of others, the key is to be true and 
honest to yourself. If things never seem to go right, you 
just have to look in the mirror and admit to yourself that you 
might actually know nothing about what you’re doing. If you 
can do that, things will change. You don’t have to reinvent 
the wheel, you just need to make the same wheel and add 
your own spin to it. -AP

Check out Pep Williams @ www.PepWilliams.com • Also 
check his social sites @ www.facebook.com/Pep-Wil-
liams-136031049757533 and on IG @pepwilliams

PHOTOS OF PEP WILLIAMS COURTESY OF ELSI AVILA
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J
effery Scott aka 
1019 (we’ll leave 
the numeral mys-

tery alone) isn’t your 
typical photographer. 
He is merely an artistic 
being traveling through 
time while sharing his 
version of “through the 
eyes of the beholder.” 
He has zero expecta-
tion of acceptance, he 
doesn’t follow A-typical 
protocol, and he is, in 
his own words, open to 
interpretation. People 
like this we find fascinat-
ing because those who 
don’t follow the norm 
often execute the most 
prolific work. After buy-
ing this guys new graphic novel, Existence Within The Mecha-
nism, it was a no-brainer to Q&A the hell out of his brain.

MMM: Tell us about your work from your perspective vs. 
what those from the outside looking in see your work as?
JS: Other people’s perception of my work, I would imagine, 
is probably as vast and varied as the people that are viewing 
it. I personally see it as prognosticative social commentary. In 
many cases I refer to it as Industrial surrealism or, at least, 
that’s the term I came up with a long time ago.

MMM: At first glance at your shooting and editing style the 
general public may think they have an immediate sense 
of the artist behind the art. Do you find this to be a fair 

way of admiration and 
interest? Or, does as-
sumption give you a 
little spark to create 
the abstract and unre-
formed?
JS: You know, I’ve al-
ways felt a certain 
disconnect from such 
things. I sit in my world 
and I produce my art 
primarily for myself with 
not one single concern 
as to what someones 
take is on me as an art-
ist or as a person.  If 
there were, it would be 
by assumption anyway. 
Some of my work can 
get very dark, and I defi-
nitely wouldn’t consider 

myself a dark person. When I do shows, conventions, or pub-
lic appearances, I think most people are fairly surprised, or at 
least that’s one thing I seem to hear a lot. Come to think of it, 
maybe I’m the one making the assumption here.

MMM: Let’s talk about the equipment you use and the 
tools you use to create a final product. In other words, 
what are the ingredients on the back of your label without 
giving away the recipe?
JS: I use a Nikon D-610 and a very old Olympus C8080. I love 
that little camera! I do favor my Nikon for the detail though. 
In the past, I’ve used a Hasselblad H1. 41 megapixels and 
8 gig images right out of the camera is complete overkill for 
what I do though. When you run hundreds of layers as I do in 

An Interview with conceptual photographer Jeffery Scott
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“I  DON’T  EVER  THINK  I’LL  GET  TO  THE  POINT  WHERE  I  
THINK  I’VE  MADE  IT.  IT  GIVES  ME  INSPIRATION  TO  GET  

BETTER  AND  THINK  OUTSIDE  THE  BOX.”
- JEFFERY SCOTT

Pictured Model(s): 
Daniella B. (top),

Gemma (right)



Photoshop….well, it’s just too much. As for lights, I only use hot lights which is a 
carryover from when I was in the film industry. I am also an Apple guy and primarily 
use Photoshop CS. A typical shoot for me is really nothing exceptional. The model 
comes in, they take their mark in front of a gray backdrop, and we start shooting. 
Everything that you see in the final image has been layered in post from other im-
ages that I have taken myself. I don’t use any stock images. The models have to 
stand there in a pose that I basically “sculpted” them into for an ungodly amount 
of time without moving at all. This is essential to bracketing images. They all have 
to line up perfectly. Other than that, I won’t get into how much vaping goes on in 
between shots. 
 
MMM: Do you think your choice to focus on the female and male anatomy 
as a photographer is maybe a freedom and product of age, or is it just what 
you have chosen to do? What is your personal (and professional) outlook 
on nudity as an art form?
JS: That’s never been a factor for me. Actually, I don’t think that ever came into 
view for me or my art. Now, I can’t speak for the viewer. I know beyond a shadow 

of a doubt that there have been plenty of people that think that all my work is 
sexual in nature. I can’t think of a single piece that I’ve ever done where a com-
ponent of sex for an exploitive purpose was ever in my work. Nudity is strictly an 
art form that exists within itself when intentional. The “sexual” aspects can be 

Pictured Model(s): Deja (left),
Daniella B (bottom left), Gemma 
(bottom mid), Leigh Michelle (right)
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applied to whatever individual viewer that wants to apply that. Only the creator of 
the work knows what the intention is. Once it’s out there for all to see, then the 
personal interpretations occur. Whenever I use nudity, it’s for a specific purpose. 
I use it as a metaphor. Let’s say, to communicate strength and confidence within 
the character. I never use nudity for the sake of nudity. That simply bores me, and 
really, anyone can do that.

MMM: A lot of conceptual photographers are beginning to mix politics and 
world issues into photography. Do politics belong in conceptual photogra-
phy or are you more of a to each his or his own type of person?
JS: Whatever in the universe the artist believes belongs in their work, belongs in 
their work. The artist should be true and honest at all times. 

MMM: What were the main factors that attracted you to photography?
JS: I was fortunate to be sculpting as a full-time profession. Then, I would go 

home and paint. 
I would get more 
and more disap-
pointed in what 
was going on. I 
got a small digital 
camera to take 
pictures of the 
models for my 
paintings and as 
I started viewing 
the images on 
the monitor. I be-
came intrigued by 
this thing called 
“Photoshop.” It 
was then that I fi-
nally realized that 
a compromise in 
my art need not 
exist anymore. 
I started to real-
ize the endless 
possibilities (with 
pho tog raphy ) . 
Telling a story in 
a single frame. To 
this day I am still 
working on it all.
 
MMM: Your new 
book is very 
mechanical and 
theatrical in es-
sence. Do you 
draw from sci-fi 
as inspiration? 
If so, what forms 
or visuals set 
you off? 

JS: Blade Runner, Blade Runner and more Blade Runner.

MMM: From a promotional aspect as a photographer in 2018, what do you 
think is your best possible resource for positioning and exposure? 
JS: If I were to simply just sit at home and wait for the website, or my publisher, or 
my friends and collectors to get “the word out” on my work...nothing would hap-
pen. I have to be out there. I have to be meeting, shaking hands, and selling my 
work, my books, my tutorials, and whatever else I want to get out. I can’t depend 
on anything else to take care of it for me. -RB

Check out Jeffery Scott online @ www.Factory1019.com + www.facebook.com/
jeffery.scott.524 + IG @jefferyscott1019
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S
omething tells us that Sabina Kelley is the Dick Clark of models. She is timeless and 
never seems to look over 25. Her beauty just goes on and on and on, and her strength 
as a woman shows no signs of slowing down either. Being an icon in the industry has 

seen her blossom magazine cover after cover, and the career of Sabina Kelley has paved the 
way for tattoo-based female models around the world. Now, Sabina is not just a model. She 
is a role model as a mother, a performer, an actress and as a liaison from the old school to 
the new. Models like Sabina and Mosh and Heather Moss and Esther Hanuka have all given 
women the motivation to become so much more than a pretty face and a curvy body. It’s 

women like Sabina Kelley that gives way to success beyond a bra, beyond a bikini and 
far beyond a set of red lips. We were honored to finally connect with Sabina and try to 

discuss her career and future in just four pages. But alas, I am sure this isn’t the last 
time we will grace MMM, and its pages with the legendary Sabina Kelley. Read on...

MMM: First and foremost, we are honored to feature such an industry icon 
like yourself in the magazine. Having met you personally, you are also a very 
humble and down to earth individual. How important is it to stay humble in 

grounded in this game from your perspective?
SK: Thank you for the compliment. I think it is extremely important to stay humble and 

grounded in this industry. Fame comes and goes, and everyone you see on the way up 
is the same people you see on the way down. So, be a good person and treat people the way 
you would like to be treated, and don’t burn bridges unless you have to.

MMM: There are a few elite models like yourself that have paved the way for other alter-
native models to become successful and flourish in this industry. How proud are you to 
be a part of such an elite and powerful group of female icons that have inspired others?
SK: I started getting tattooed before it was cool. I had no idea that I would one day inspire 
others with my modeling and tattoos. I am just being myself and doing what I love to do. To be 

considered an icon 
that inspires other 
women is awesome.  
I love being a posi-
tive influence for 
women to be strong 
and be themselves 
and not let society 
dictate how they 
should look.

MMM: Take us 
back to the 
b e g i n n i n g . 
What got 
you into 
m o d e l i n g 
in the first 
place and 
was the di-
rection 

a l -
w a y s 
t a t -

toos 
a n d 
pin-
up? 

SK: I 
was really into the rockabilly scene, dressed like a pin-up and c o l -
lected everything Bettie Page. I love classic cars, vintage linge- rie, and 
vintage clothing. I got approached at Viva Las Vegas to do a photo- shoot for the 
cover of Car Kulture Deluxe Magazine. I did it for fun and then it kind of snowballed from there. 
Modeling was just a hobby that turned into a career. The direction was always to be a pin-up 
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ONE ON ONE WITH LEGENDARY PIN-UP, TATTOO MODEL AND SHOWGIRL
SABINA KELLEY
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“I  DON’T  EVER  THINK  I’LL  GET  TO  THE  POINT  WHERE  I  
THINK  I’VE  MADE  IT.  IT  GIVES  ME  INSPIRATION  TO  GET  

BETTER  AND  THINK  OUTSIDE  THE  BOX.”
- SABINA KELLEY

model. Today I’m still trying to break boundaries by showing 
the world you can still be beautiful, sexy, classy and tattooed. 

MMM: Your looks have been so diverse and unique over 
the years. What goes thru your mind before a shoot?
SK: I love challenging myself and trying different looks. I al-
ways like being a chameleon, so I don’t get pigeon-holed into 
one style of modeling.

MMM: Is there advise you would give to new models that 
maybe you wish you had done differently?
SK: I wouldn’t change anything I did in the beginning except 
for maybe believing in myself a little more. As far as a piece 
of advice to give to new models - do not copy or try to look 
like a famous model that already exists. Be you!

MMM: Models just don’t do websites anymore yet you 
have one and use one to this day. Do you think this is a 

product of being old school and having a career prior to 
social media and do you think social media is a neces-
sary evil or more work than it’s worth now that every-
thing is controlled by marketing money and algorithms?
SK: I think to this day a website is super smart to have. I have 
been told by a mentor to always point your social media to 
your website, so if social media dies someday you will still be 
relevant, and people will know how to find you. Even though 
I had a career before social media, I think social media is a 
must. One of the first things a company will do is check your 
social media following before they hire you now.

MMM: Let’s talk more about your showgirl side. Give us 
a little history there.
SK: I’ve been dancing since the age of 2 and have been pro-
fessionally trained in ballet, tap, jazz, pointe, and hip hop. I was 
in a ballet company for 4 years and then went to college for 
dance. Once I turned 18, I auditioned for Jubilee at Bally’s in Las 

Photo Credit: Foto Door Photography, Bathing suit courtesy of A’Qua Swim, Lipstick: Atomic Beauty



V e -
gas and 

became a real Las Vegas 
showgirl. I was part of the Moulin Rouge in 

Paris then headlined at the Stratosphere casino in Vegas in 
the show Pin-Up. I was the first heavily tattooed showgirl to 
headline on the Vegas strip. Dancing is what I love to do. 
I will be back on stage dancing again soon!

MMM: The television/tattoo thing you did 
on the Oxygen network. Any regrets or 
positive aspects from the reality of doing 
a competition-based show?
SK: I loved being a celebrity judge on all 
three seasons of Best Ink on Oxygen. It was 
a lot of fun and was a positive experience for 
me. It didn’t make my name any bigger, but 
it opened me up to the television world and 
added a new aspect to my career.

MMM: You recently launched the cosmet-
ic line Atomic Beauty Cosmetics. What 
made you cross into this venture and did 
you have concerns regarding the poten-
tial risks that come with making beauty 
products? 
SK: I always wanted to have my own makeup 
line, and one of my oldest friends has been a 
high-up person in MAC cosmetics. She was 
the perfect person to team up with. I can’t 
model forever, so I started Atomic Beauty 
Cosmetics. We obviously won’t put a product 
out that we don’t feel is 100% safe. Check 
out www.AtomicBeautyCosmetics.com.

MMM: Any other adventures forthcoming 
from the legendary Sabina Kelley? 
SK: Yes! I have all kinds of adventures com-
ing up. I can’t say what most are because of 

contracts, but I can say they are pretty ex-
citing and probably the best things I have 
ever done. The stuff that I can talk about 
is that I will be signing at the London Tat-
too Convention Sept. 28th-30th, and I will 
be hosting the Halloween Party Oct. 31st 
at Planet Hollywood in Las Vegas for 
The Coalition For Tattoo Safety and The 
World Tattoo Industry Trade Show.  I will 
also be the spokesmodel and signing at 
the World Tattoo Industry Trade Show 
Nov. 3rd and 4th.

MMM: We’ve had extensive con-
versations with you about print vs. 
online magazines. Do you believe 
tangibles and hard copy maga-
zines still have a future as tech-
nology within electronic media 
increases?
SK: I’m not entirely sure hard copy 
magazines are the future, but I do 
think hard copy magazines are a 
million times better than online 

magazines. Honestly, I could care 
less about being in an online magazine, I like to still 

be able to go to the store and see my magazine on the shelf 
and flip through it. It is something to be proud of and feels 
like an accomplishment when you can hold it and see it in 
person. The only way we can keep hard magazines alive is 
to support them and purchase them. -RB

Check out Sabina Kelley online @ www.SabinaKelley.com & 

www.AtomicBeautyCosmetics.com + www.
facebook.com/SabinaKelley + IG @sabi-
nakelley
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A
rizona is hot! There is desert, there is sand, and 
there is heat nearly 365 days out of the year. It isn’t 
your typical front lawn and flower state, but much 

of the beauty you find in the area is as bold and bright as 
landing pads like L.A. and N.Y. And, where there are high 
temperatures, you will usually find said beauty in numbers. 
When it comes to that beauty covered in ink Arizona is one 
of the hottest states in America. We recently caught up with 
and shot nine of AZ’s finest whether established or up and 
coming and then we decided to ask them a little Q&A to 
round it out. Here is what those nine babe soldiers of MMM’s 
Operation Desert Storm had to say. 
 
HEATHER MOSS

Arizona City: Phoenix

I started modeling when 
and why and where and 
how? HM: I stared mod-
eling in 2010. A friend of 
mine asked me to take 
pictures with his truck 
for an online feature and 
it just snowballed from 
there. I then curated my 
own merchandising line 
of posters and calendars 
and just kept going with it.

Top 5 Movies of any 
genre? HM: The Note-
book, Gladiator, Good 
Fellas, Fight Club, Bad 
Moms.

If I wasn’t modeling I’d 
be a (blank)? HM: Mod-
eling is more of a hobby 
career for me. I own and 
operate several other 
business ventures that 

keep my lifestyle moving and comfy.

@heathermoss313

HEATHER NANCE

Arizona City: Phoenix

I started modeling when and why and where and how? 
HN: I started modeling around 2013. It kind of progressed 
from photos to performances. I love the creative freedom of 
being able to model in diverse spectrums.

Favorite Horror Movie 
Kill Scene? HN: The 
sleeping bag scene from 
Friday the 13th Part VII.

If I wasn’t a model I’d be 
a (blank)? HN: I’d prob-
ably be in the Behavioral 
Health field because that’s 
what my degree is in.

@heather_renee_nance

ASHLEY NICOLE

Arizona City: North 
Phoenix 
Born: Flagstaff, AZ

I started modeling when 
and why and where and 
how? AN: I did my first 
photo shoot when I was 
18. I was asked to pose 
for a calendar called Miss 
Campus that was put to-
gether by a fraternity at 
Northern Arizona Univer-
sity. After that I did a few 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Heather Nance, Heather Moss
PHOTOS BY FOTO DOOR PHOTOGRAPHY



shoots here and there with local photographers, but didn’t start 
modeling consistently until two years ago.

Favorite line from Step Brothers 
(if you can even narrow it down 
to just one)? AN: Oh man, that’s 
tough! ”I gotta have me my boats 
and hoes.” I mean, who doesn’t 
love boats and  

h o e -

hoes? 

If I wasn’t a model I’d be a (blank)? AN: A Cos-
metic tattooist. I am a licensed makeup artist / 
hairstylist and I have a deep love of the beauty 
industry.

@prettypistolxox

ERIN COLLINS

Arizona City: Gilbert

I started modeling when and why and where and how? EC: I 
started modeling not too long ago. I always admired the models 
in popular magazines and always wanted to be one.

Top 5 potentially bad habits of any kind you’d like to trap 
door? F-bombs, shopping, porn, etc? EC: I have a weird thing 
about texture. I refuse to eat off of thick paper plates. I hate cot-

ton balls because when you pull them apart they screech. I cuss 
a little too much. I shop on Amazon more than the average 
person.

If I wasn’t a model I’d be a (blank)? EC: I’d probably be 
working out and getting in tip-top shape!

@stunningsavage

CARMEN BAY

Arizona City: Phoenix 

I started modeling when and why and where and how? CB: 
I started modeling about 2 1/2 years ago. I never intended to 
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model and really just wanted photos of my Tatts! And, yes, I was 
tattooed fully before starting alternative modeling. Modeling is still 
just a hobby but have been lucky enough to have made a name 
for myself! 

Favorite revenge move when a guy pisses you off? CB: Steal 
yo girl!

If I wasn’t a model I’d be a (blank)? CB: I’d be doing exactly 
the same as I’m doing now. Modeling is a passion not a career 
for me. 

@carmenbayy

MISSES BROOKLYNN

Arizona City: Phoenix 

I started modeling when and why and where and how? MB: 
I started modeling in Arizona through John Casablancas and 
Elizabeth Savage when I was 11. Then I got into alternative and 
marketing at age 23, and have been doing that ever since!

Top 5 In This Moment songs and why? MB: “Adrenalize”, 
“Roots”, “Whore”, “Black Wedding”, and “Sick Like Me”. I adore 
Maria Brink and her vocals! Her performances are always epic!

If I wasn’t a model I’d be a (blank)? MB: I’d be a photographer 
or event coordinator which is the direction my life is taking.

@missesbrooklynn



DAMARI FRANCO

Arizona City: Phoenix 

I started modeling when and why and where and how? DF: I 
started modeling back in 2015. Growing up I was the ugly duck-
ling and had very little confidence, but I was also always get-
ting told that I 
had a unique 
look and that I 
should model. 
I wanted to 
gain some 
type of confi-
dence.

Favorite Mili-
tary branch 
and why? 
DF: The Air 
Force. My 
grandfather 
served in the 
Vietnam War.

If I wasn’t 
a mod-
el I’d 
be a 

(blank)? DF: Growing up I wanted 
to be a detective.

@damarifranco

C A S S I E 
M I -
CHELLE

Arizona City: 
Phoenix 

I started modeling when and why and where and how?  
CM: Ever since I was a little girl I had such an obsession with 
the show America’s Next Top Model. It’s always been a per-
sonal goal of mine to make it into the industry.

Top 5 Netflix TV Shows of any genre? CM: Orange is the 

New Black, Black Mirror, Ozark; haven’t really seen too many 
others.

If I wasn’t a model I’d be a (blank)? CM: I’d be a laser techni-
cian and I am currently becoming certified to do so, but model-
ing will always be my passion, my release.

@blonde_modelbabe

K AY L E E 
RENEE

Arizona City: 
North Phoe-
nix 

I started 
m o d e l i n g 
when and 
why and 
where and 
how? KR: I 
started mod-
eling after 
a n s w e r i n g 
a Craigslist 
add for a 
French maid 
service. I did 
a shoot for 
the company 
and I loved it. 

I started looking for shoots after that and I’ve been modeling 
regularly since.

Worst experience as a model was? KR: When I first started 
modeling I 
showed up at 
a photogra-
phers house, 
it was really 
ghetto and 
had steel bars 
on the win-
dows so I took 
off and never 
talked to that 
photographer 
again! Not 
the last odd 
e x p e r i e n c e 
to come I 
am sure, al-
though odd is 
good some-
times.

If I wasn’t a 
model I’d be 
a (blank)? 
KR: I would 

love to live in Hawaii and have a fun little tiki bar on the beach 
- I wouldn’t care about making that much money, I’d just need 
enough to be able to spend my days surfing and exploring the 
islands on my days off.

@kaylee_renee19
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T
here are models and there are unique people that pres-
ent themselves in unique ways via portfolio and overall 
presence. For Oregon-born and now Cali-formed model 

and actress Twigglet, the word unique is one of many words 
that flow at first glance. Her ability to cross several genres 
makes her an industry threat in the best possible sense of the 
word. After years of following her work, we finally caught up 
with Twigglet aka Sarah Roberts and not only captured just how 
unique she is on camera, but we squeezed a few poetic words 
out of her too. 
 
MMM: From Oregon 
to California, it’s 
been a long road, but 
you’ve been able to 
steadily climb the en-
tertainment ladder as 
a multifaceted talent. 
Tell our readers a bit 
of detail about what 
you do overall and 
what got you into 
your current occupa-
tions.
T: I guess you could 
say that I am a horse 
of many colors. I dab-
ble in many things. I’m 
a creative creature by 
nature. Everything that 
I do is tied into the ar-
tistic world somehow. 
Beyond modeling, I do 
various performing and 
visual arts. Anything 
really so long as I can 
create something posi-
tive and beautiful with 
my energy and time. 
I guess I’m not a very 
outgoing person and 
art gives me an outlet 
to share myself with 
the world indirectly. 
When initially started 

modeling, If started off as just another creative outlet for me. 

MMM: There are specific layers in your modeling, and your 
look stands out. Why the Hollywood/Los Angeles area vs. 
New York or a foreign market?
T: I wouldn’t say that I exactly have an L.A. look. To be honest, 
I would love to work in a foreign market, and my look honestly 
is probably better suited for the New York market. But, there’s 
a time and a place for everything, and I feel like I missed the 
opportunity to break into those markets really. I didn’t really 
start modeling seriously until my mid-twenties, and mainstream 

markets, unfortunately, 
are all about numbers. 
Los Angeles has been a 
good home base for me 
and all of the endeavors 
I pursue, and has given 
me many opportunities 
to grow and expand my 
career.

MMM: Many people 
might think that the 
cons outweigh the pros 
of living and trying to 
climb the ladder in big 
cities like Los Angeles. 
Do you see this a mat-
ter of fact or individual 
accomplishment (or 
lack thereof)? In other 
words, for you, has Hol-
lywood been that hard 
of an egg to crack? 
T: I feel like no matter 
where you are at if you 
really want something 
you have to work hard 
to make it happen. Op-
portunity doesn’t just fall 
into your lap, and even if 
it does, that opportunity 
won’t last forever. You 
have to continue to cre-
ate your own opportuni-
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ties. Living in a big city can make things challenging. To really 
make a living in a place like that you have to work even harder. 
It’s the price to pay to pay for living in a city of dreams. There 
are endless opps, but also countless people seeking those 
same opportunities. 

MMM: Versatility is everything, and you bring that quality 
to the table in spades. Is there a style or genre you find the 
most rewarding as a model? As an actress too?
T: I can’t particularly say that I enjoy one genre over the other. 
Although, I prefer doing more creative and artistic work over 
stuff like e-commerce 
and catalog. There is 
paid work in that realm, 
but it is unsatisfying cre-
atively. 

MMM: Based on that 
genre choice, what 
would be the “Holy 
Grail” of gigs? 
T: I don’t think I have 
any particular grail. I just 
hope to continue to be 
able to work doing what 
I love.

MMM: What are some 
current projects 
you are currently in-
volved in that are not 
amongst your model-
ing realm skillsets? 
T: Beyond modeling, I 
do a lot of dancing and 
performance gigs both 
in L.A. and internation-
ally. I also paint and 
sculpt, and have been 
focusing on my own art 
a lot. I also help a few 
designers out on occa-
sion with final touches 
on pieces and then 
there is the occasional 
band I’ll do merchan-
dise and tour managing 
for. Anything really that 
I can get my hands on 
that lets me be creative 
and travel.

MMM: You do pro-
motional events as a 
model. Explain the benefits of these events and how they 
can add to the steps of your career?
T: Promotional events are an excellent way to network with 
businesses, to travel, and to meet people you would never oth-
erwise meet in a variety of different industries. 

MMM: Let’s roll back to the beginning of your modeling 
career. What are some things you know now that you didn’t 
know then and wished you did?
T: I can’t really say there’s anything in particular. I mostly just 
wish that I had started earlier. 

MMM: Do you take advantage of the plethora of music and 
entertainment-based venues in Southern Cali? Do you 
have a favorite venue, bar or night spot to frequent?
T: To be honest, because I work a lot in the nightlife industry 
with music and dancing, in my free time I don’t really tend to 
go out. 

MMM: Anybody that has lived in the Los Angeles area has 
a great celebrity story (or two). Tell us about your most 
memorable celebrity run-in so far. 
T: I’m not one to really be star struck or pay attention to celebri-

ties at all. But getting to 
work on Lady Gaga’s 
Art Pop film was very 
cool. At the end of film-
ing, she gave a speech 
thanking everyone with 
tears in her eyes. It was 
very humbling. 

MMM: The images 
within this feature 
highlight the designer 
skills of Veteran Cou-
ture. Tell us how you 
connected with this 
amazing designer and 
what you think she 
brings to the table for 
you as a model (dur-
ing the shoot)? 
T: We randomly con-
nected via Facebook 
- she was looking for 
models for an edito-
rial shoot. Her designs 
are very unique, and I 
admire the artistic vi-
sion she puts into each 
piece. Each collection 
is completely different, 
and she never hesitates 
to play with different 
materials and textures. I 
feel privileged to be able 
to bring her pieces to life 
in photos. 

MMM: C’mon, let’s 
have it. We were go-
ing to avoid this ques-
tions, but f*** it! Break 
down the name for us.
T: Honestly it’s a silly 

story. It was a middle school nickname that just kind of stuck 
and eventually became my “alias”. A group of my friends used 
to always hang out at one of the girl’s houses after school. Her 
older sisters boyfriend always called her Piglet, and he ended 
up giving us all nicknames that ended with “glet”. I guess since I 
was the “twig” of the group, I was dubbed “Twigglet”. -RB

Check out Twigglet online @ www.facebook.com/TwiggletOf-
ficial + IG @twiggletofficial
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WE TALK SHOP WITH THE CREATORS AND BIG BUSINESS PARTNERS BEHIND 

45TH LATITUDE



4
many of us, we’ve been around that block more than a few  
times. For many of us we are the first wave of our genera-
tion when marijuana was illegal and grown in our uncle’s 

homemade private property greenhouse in the middle of nowhere. 
Mary jane was just mary jane. She didn’t wear different colors, 
have different flavors, and her name never changed. There was 
no option for slow or fast; it was all to get high, decrease a bit 
of pain here and there, and go against the grain because that’s 
what we did in the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s. Well, it’s now 2018 and the 
game has changed, and most would agree, for the better. Today 
it’s cannabis formed into a variable of paper rolls, oils and press-
ing cannibis into a temperature-based paste that has a taffee like 
composition called Rosin. What was once a joint is now a c-cig, 
what was pipe hit or bong hit is how a dab. The cannabis indus-
try as a whole worldwide is projected to hit 
$31.4 billion in A-Z revenue by 2021. For-
tunately, we have close ties to one of the 
futures biggest cannibis companies build-
ing an empire as we speak on the outskirts 
of Portland, Oregon. 45th Latitude was 
created as a top-shelf lab specializing in 
Rosin-based oils and products made with 
the finest form of chemistry-based engi-
neering and mechanically controlled tem-
perature growth. When we say chemistry, 
we don’t mean chemicals either, we mean 
through science and down to the fine lines 
of heating, cooling and seed evolution. So, 
we caught up with two of the four partners 
at 45th Latitude and asked a grip of ques-
tions in an attempt to educate ourselves 
beyond that simple “put a nug in the pipe 
and smoke it” simplicity that limits our un-
derstanding of what the future holds for the 
cannabis industry.  

MMM: Let’s start with the end game 
here. What is the goal straight out of the 
gate with any big business cannabis 
project?
45th: Simple. Get the best possible can-
nabis products out to the consumer. We’ll 
supply what we think are the best dry 
goods in bulk and our main product, Rosin, 
which is basically more healthy vs. a lot of 
your more volatile extraction compounds. 
A lot of companies are using things like bu-
tane to extract the product. With us, we’re 
using an ice formula that will process out 
into a tangible oil, again, known as Rosin. 

MMM: For those oldschool people out 
there that have no clue what the A-Z of 
cannabis has become. What will that 
end game funnel be to the consumer, 
medical or recreational?
45th: We are licensed with the OLCC (Or-
egon Liquor Control Commision) who gov-
erns cannabis legally. Therefore, we have 
to be a recreational entity only and frank-
ly, that’s all we want to be. 45th Latitude 
will be more of a liasion to the consumer 
through retail vs. direct to the consumer. The direct medical mar-
ket is vanishing anyway and within a few years we won’t even 
see that anymore from a direct medical (retail) outlet to consumer 
kind of thing. The whole process going through the State that has 
legalized cannabis will entirely become recreational with medical 
benefit to the consumer still intact. In other words, people with pain 
and other medical-related issues will still have access to cannibis, 

but just directed entirely through State regulation and control. 

MMM: It seems the cannabis trade is evolving within itself, 
even rewritting legal procedure “as they go” so-to-speak. Is 
this worth all the back and forth as a profit-based business?
45th: Well, the age range is of course massive here. Of legal age 
to people in their 80’s-90’s are trying dab rigs, rollies and oil-based 
products. This new industry, made up as it goes or not, is shaping 
up to be a massive industry. Google the numbers on Colorado, 
the first State to make cannabis legal. The overall benefits to the 
State’s economy are baffling. You can’t fudge those numbers. It’s 
pretty cool! 

MMM: Will you be breeding flavors to be combined with your 

Rosin and dry good products? That seems to be the thing 
now right? 
45th: Well, first...we’re not breeders persay. We’ll work with top-
shelf breeders who have different strains, take their seeds, and 
that’s our company beyond that. From the seed, we grow the 
product in a very high-tech, temperature-controlled environment 
and then process it into the product we have uniquelly developed. 
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It’s no different than breeding dogs. It’s the growth of the 
dog from a puppy and it’s care and nuturing that makes it a 
bottom breed or a top one. We will even crossbreed stock 
to come up with our own strains with unique genetics for 
market consumption. Bottom line, we’re a bulk-based outlet. 

MMM: It seems we underestiimated 45th Latitude’s po-
tential until we personally visited the facility. Why all 
the high-tech gear, massive control equipment, feet 
after feet of piple, etc. etc.? Is growing cannabis re-
ally that scientific these days vs. that back in the day 
greenhouse with a few lights kinda thing?
45th: You have to understand the past of marijuana to get 
to the future. What you’re seeing now is control down to a 
simple percentage of temperature one way or the other. 
The more control over those aspects of the grow, the bet-
ter the product (obviously). Temperature, color, size has all 
evolved. This is why you have so many different types of 
cannabis these days. We’ve just scratched the surface of 
what can be done really. One big thing that has natu-
rally changed for the better are types of 
equipment and forms of growing 
that save time and 
make the 

final pro-
cess, like trimming 

and packaging, more efficient. 
We’d say time and climate control down to 

a smidge of a % will be what makes us stand out above 
most companies like us. Our experience in the business will 
be another. We really do have a state-of-the-art facility here. 
A top-shelf lab if-you-will, and again, it’s about making the 
cleanest, most chemical-free product possible.

MMM: When you say chemical-free. How is anything 
chemical free these days? What will you do specifically 
to avoid the sometimes inevitable use of chemicals?
45th: Without giving away secrets, it’s all in the process. 

Again, ice vs a chemical product or a washing machine vs 
some form of machine that requires chemicals to operate. 
It could be as simple as a press extraction vs. a chemical 
separation. A lot of these differences are budgets and mon-
ey. We’ve done the research, taken the time, and spent the 
money to achieve exactly what we set out to do. We want 
to be at the top of our craft and do natural in - natural out.

MMM: We would assume com-
panies like yourself will want 
to branch out into other states 
with the same template used 
in Oregon. Tell us more about 
that big picture and how 
State’s come on-line legally. 
Why hasn’t Cali (fully) green 
lit yet?
45th: Well, again...we don’t 
want to give away our tar-
gets and give somebody 
else the jump on us, 
[Laughs] but California is 
funny because none of 
the politicians there can 
get on the same page. 
State’s may be legal, 
but that doesn’t mean 
the process of manu-
facturing is a cake 
walk. Each State has 
their own list of stip-

ulations and requirements 
regarding what can and can’t be done. 

We feel we can really set a precendence, a mold, 
here in Oregon and then just take that to another State and 
do it all over again, and so on. If you can tackle compliance 
and get off the ground in Oregon, any other State should be 
fairly easy as far as the amount of paperwork and hurdles 
to overcome. 

MMM: What is the biggest secret you can give away so 
others that follow in the cannabis footsteps don’t fail 
and come to an abrubt end?
45th: Easy. Meet the State requirements and don’t try to fool 
anybody. Oh, and...back-up generators. If the power goes 
out, are you prepared!?! I know we are. -RB  

Check out 45th Latitude online @ www.45thLatitude.com 
• www.facebook.com/45thLatitude + IG @45thlatitude
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Sam is often assumed to be a 
man’s name. In the case of 
Manchester, England tattoo art-

ist Sam Barber - don’t assume. She is 
all woman and hear her roar. Well, we 
mean watch her do a tattoo, and you’ll 
see why she’s the queen of the tattoo 
jungle. We’re huge fans, and as fans, we 
geek out when we see her work. 
She’s our Harriet Potter if you will. 
A female wizard with a machine 
that creates magic. Ooooh! She’s 
gotta laugh at that one, right? 
BOOM! We finally tricked Sam into 
letting us interview her, and her an-
swers below are pretty *poof*...

MMM: We feel honored that you 
don’t do many interviews. Is this 
a time thing or are we your new 
favorite magazine?
SB: Of course, you’re my new fa-
vorite magazine! Also, I am pretty 
forgetful. If I’m not tattooing, I am 
with the dogs out and about in the 
hills, and then everything to do 
with work is lost in the abyss of 
my mind. I’m also pretty useless 
at keeping up with social media. I 
don’t know how some artists have 
the energy to post so much stuff 
and interact all the time.

MMM: Does the subject of fe-
male tattoo artists even need 
to be discussed anymore or do 
challenges still exist for you in 
the industry?
SB: Unfortunately, it is still a thing 
as with most industries and the 
world. Women are still being ex-
ploited and looked at as inferior. 
It’s still a regular occurrence that 
people are surprised I am a fe-
male. I go by Sam (not Samantha), 
and people instantly assume I’m a 
guy-- this isn’t intended to be sex-
ist, but it still shows that if it looks 
like you have a skill and work hard, 
then it’s a surprise that you are 
female!?! I have even met quite a 
few well-known artists who, when I in-
troduced myself were super shocked I 
was a girl - and vocal about it! It reflects 
the mentality of the industry that people 
are surprised. I wouldn’t say I come up 
against many challenges with being a fe-
male in the industry, it’s just disappoint-
ing that it’s still something that crops up 
and I think people need to draw a line 
under it. There are so so many talented 
women in the industry who work hard 
and would probably like to be seen as 
an equal player, not a novelty. That was 

a heavy question to start with! I feel like 
I’ve opened on a rant now. [Laughs]

MMM: You have only been tattooing 
since 2013 and accumulated more 
style and talent in five years that 
most artists in a lifetime! What type of 
things paved the way for you? 
SB: [Laughs] Thank you! Yes, five years 

now, although it does feel a LOT lon-
ger! There wasn’t so much a transition, 
more a snap decision that this was what 
I wanted to do, so I did! I am quite open 
about the fact I didn’t do a traditional ap-
prenticeship. I did buy my first machines 
off the internet and scratch away at my 
thighs. I’m not at all saying this is a good 
way to learn by the way! And, I won’t go 
too much into the “home learning”, but I 
did find my way eventually into a local 
studio where I basically just worked as 
hard as I could for every minute of the 
day I could. As a person, I’m incredibly 
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determined and when I set my mind to 
something failure is not an option. My 
mum taught me to draw when I was a 
kid, and my dad brought me up to do ev-
erything 100% or not at all. 

MMM: You are a highly sought after 
tattoo artist, both in the States and 
abroad. Describe your work ethics 
and the consistency that led up to 
your current popularity?
SB: Tricky question! My ethics are just 
basic life ethics...like don’t be a c**t! 

[Laughs] I like to think I’m nice to every-
one and always fair. I always do the best 
job I am capable of. I tend to keep a small 
client base as I generally only tattoo-free 
reign work where I can be fully creative, 
although I don’t mind some input from 
the customer. Most of my customers are 
people having large-scale work, so that’s 
cool that I get to build a relationship with 

them over a period of time. I only book a 
few months at a time to make sure that 
clients that are getting that work never 
have to wait longer than two or three 
months for more appointments.

MMM: Describe how you are able to 
capture the depth, shadow and three-
dimensional aspects of your work.
SB: Black, black and more black! I don’t 
think there is anything special that I am 
doing, but I do try to create focal points 
to my work, and I use a lot of black and 

really deep colors to pull out the 
areas I want the eyes to focus on. 
I like to step back from the design 
and make sure that it’s dynamic 
from a good few feet away, yet still 
have some details in there too.

MMM: You’re from Manchester 
or have a shop there correct?
SB: Yes, Manchester, and have a 
studio North of Winter too. To be 
exact, I live out in the Pennines 
surrounding Manchester. 

MMM: Describe how the Man-
chester bombing incident at the 
Ariana Grande concert in 2017 
affected you and your industry? 
We know you did a few things 
yourself to raise money for vic-
tims of the tragedy, yes? 
SB: Yeah, It was myself and Beau 
Redman that got our heads to-
gether and reached out to a lot of 
Manchester studios in the effort 
to raise money for those affected, 
and then within a day it had spread 
all over the world to artists and 
studios offering to help us raise 
money. In the end, we managed 
to reach $750,000.00. We are in 
the process of setting up Man-
chester Tattoo Trust with a group 
of Manchester-based tattoo artists 
and youth workers to be able to put 
this money to good use and help 
all the young people still suffering 
from mental trauma from the at-
tack. We are going to continue to 
try and raise funds within the indus-
try to help more people for years to 
come. 

MMM: You recently did a collab piece 
with Paul Booth and some of your Rat 
Pack mates. Describe how collabora-
tions benefit an artist and what it’s 
like to work as a team? 
SB: Ah, yeah, that was so cool! Paul is 
such a great guy and honestly, just being 
around him you are learning so much. It 
was such an honor to be part of that. 
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Collaborations are probably one of the most beneficial things to do if you 
want to learn as an artist. You have to be 100% aware of how everyone else 
is working and flow with their technique. 

MMM: We noticed you are the type that gets immersed in music during 
a tattoo session. What does a Sam Barber playlist consist of? 
SB: Sometimes I do, yes. It all depends on what I am tattooing. Mostly I like 
to listen to pretty chill music; bluesy. I find it keeps me relaxed while I work.

MMM: Ok, let’s be honest. How much of a toll does the road take from 
a tattoo artist? A different city every week is cool, but it’s not home.
SB: It takes a lot from you! Like, I’m not even joking, for me personally it’s 
so mentally exhausting! I always need a few days when I get home to get 
switched off. I’m a complete introvert and I spend a lot of time on my own 
with my dogs, so being on the road around so many people 24/7 really takes 
it out of me. Don’t get me wrong, I do love working conventions and seeing 
all my friends, but when I land back home I’m so ready to not talk to anyone. 

MMM: Every artist has a favorite area to work with for several reasons. 
What is your body part of choice to achieve maximum artistry?
SB: Legs! I love leg sleeve projects. It’s a huge canvas, and I like working 
around the various curves. It really makes me think outside the box.

MMM: Let’s have some fun and circle back to the social media thing. 
Haha! How do you combat the “struggle is real” timetable and what 
advice would you give to other tattoo artists on this subject? 
SB: Hah! Well, that’s gonna be a problem. I have no idea! If someone would 
like to give me the advice that would be great. I’ve built a great foundation 
where I have enough customers to tattoo by just doing the work. I’m grateful 
to everyone that follows me and leaves me lovely comments--those that just 
follow me to see my dogs, Aurora and Roka. I do read all the comments, 
and it is a nice feeling that after all the hard work of designing and executing 
there are people out there that love what I do. My one piece of advice on this 
subject to artists is that It doesn’t matter If you have ten followers or ten mil-
lion! If you have a client base wanting your artwork, and you get to do what 
you love every day - stop getting hung up on it. It doesn’t dictate how good 
you are as a person or artist. There is a cat on Instagram with almost two 
million followers - perspective! [Laughs] -RB

Check out Sam Barber online @ www.facebook.com/SamBarberTattoo + IG 
@sambarbertattoo
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AND THEN THERE WAS MORE...INK

We decided recently that we 
don’t showcase enough 
tattoo artists as a whole in 

each issue of Mass Media Magazine. 
There are an abundance of talented 
male and female ink masters in the 
world ranging from all ages so why not 
show a few more off when the oppor-
tunity presents itself, right? From State 
to State, Country to Country we will find 
these artists and expose their wicked vi-
sions with the masses. Below are just a 
few of those talented artists discussed in 
a new per-issue creation we like to call 
And Then There Was More...Ink. 

JSIN TAYLOR (Berkeley, CA - UNITED STATES)

We’ve seen J-Lo on the block (how dare we call him Jenny) a few 
times. But, also know as Jsin Taylor, we’ve admired his work from 
close and afar since first meeting at a Portland Tattoo Expo in 2014 
or so. So what got this dude fired up enough to take a machine in 
hand and cut loose on the body canvass of his fellow man (and wom-
an)? “I’ve been drawing for as long as I can remember,” says Taylor. 
“Tattooing is something I started thinking about in high school when I 
saw the works of Aaron Cain, Guy Aitchison, and Paul Booth. It was 
then that I started to see tattoos as art. In my early 20’s I realized I 
wasn’t any good at that having a boss thing and I headed down the 
tattoo artist path.” Down the path he went, with his own style in tow 
and a bit of big boy charm to boot. You see, Jsin is one of those like-
able tattoo demons. No arrogance and eager to learn, even perfect 
the craft if he can. But, he is an multi-layered artist too. What differs 
between one medium to another in his mind one may ask? “I think 
the similarity’s between drawing, painting, tattooing, sculpting, even 
writing music, are far greater than their differences, but each project 
is a unique journey to find completion,” Taylor goes on to say regard-
ing the differences between his art with a machine vs. hand with a 
pencil or paintbrush in it. And, what makes a tattoo artist an icon if 
that a**hole persona doesn’t fit in the room? “There are so many 
variables that lead to someone’s star shining bright enough to really 
stand out against the backdrop of a million other stars. It starts with 
a willingness to just work hard. From there, add a heaping scoop of 
humility, a truck load of self honesty, a pinch of arrogance, and finish 
it off with some dumb-fucking-luck to taste!” Well said, J-Lo...well 
said. IG @jsintaylor 6

MINA AMUNDA (Notodden, NORWAY)

Norway is definately on the map as a breeding ground (we mean 
Country) that produces A-list tattoo artists. At the top of that list is 
tattoo artist 
Mina Amunda. 
What began as 
an internship 
has turned into 
a full-time ca-
reer in the shop 
(AtomiccircuS 
Tattoo) and on 
the road. Ev-

erything about Mina is world-class from her 
personality to that perfect touch and flow of 
her Cheyenne “Thunder” machine. “I started 
tattooing in 2011,” says Amunda. “I finished 
my internship in 2013 and fell in love with 
the work. I love the levels and the changes 
to the craft. You need to know that combina-
tion of hard and soft when you tattoo. Both 
are very important. It’s like being a drummer. 
You know, when to push it a little further to 
increase that look (or sound).” The analogy 
of tattoo artist vs. drummer is genius and 
exactly why Mina Amunda is a master of her 
own path and craft. Her style is pretty across 
the board, but she specializes in portrait re-
alism. So what keeps this twenty-something 
Norweigen fresh and in the fast lane? “I like 

to travel,” Mina states. “I would go out on the road and tattoo every 
month if I could!” What a coicidence, Mina. We wish you’d come 
to the States more often too! Hell, she’s a big Will Farrell and Step 
Brothers fan. That’s a sign of true Prestige Worldwide talent right 
there...and then some. IG @minaamunda 6

DMITRY VISION (Grand Junction, CO - UNITED STATES)

We tried to reach out to Dmitry to find out what makes his clock tick, 
but like many good tattoo artists, there isn’t enough time in one day 
to work, sleep, keep the dream alive by eating...and talk to press out-
lets. We kinda agree with the 
theory of, “let the work speak 
for itself” anyway. What’s even 
better? This ex-Russian Military 
turned tattoo artist didn’t even 
see tattoos as a career light 
going on until nearly a decade 
ago. “I have had no training or 
education with art,” says Dmi-
try. “I didn’t even start drawing 
until 2009. Everything I know 
about tattooing has been trial 
and error.” Funny thing is, there 
isn’t much error in this guys 
work at all. Just look at the Jor-
dan tattoo to your right. Yeah-
-cha-ching!!! Across the board, 
DV seems to do it all, but the 
portrait stuff and his attention 
to detail is as outstanding as it 
is an evolving door. Right! Not 
revolving - evolving. Now, we 
can’t figure out if he’s in Pitts-
burgh at Bloodline Gallery still or now in Colorado. There seems to 
be some confusion between Facebook and Instagram. We’ll assume 
his Instagram is the current choice so Elysium Studios in Grand 
Junction, CO it is. IG @dmitryvision

Want to be featured on And Then There Was More...Ink? Simply 
email us at info@wearemmm.com and shoot us a link to your work 
via official web, Facebook, or Instagram. Include a few details such 
as location, what you think your style is, and we’ll review your work. 
If we dig it, we’ll feature it in an upcoming issue. -RB 
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“I  GOT  A  THREE  DAY  METAL  FIX ON  A  BOAT  FULL  OF  
BANDS,  BOOZE  AND  BABES!  YOU  CAN’T  GET  

MORE  METAL  THAN  THAT!””

- 70K TONS CRUISE MEMBER

PHOTOS (Top to Bottom)



70,000 tons...and then some. The 
then some? They’re called survivors, 
the repeat passengers who come  

from 75 countries across the globe, all clad 
in band-patched vests and scale-mail biki-
nis. These veteran cruisers descend upon 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida ready to drink and 
mosh aboard the annual 70,000 Tons of 
Metal Cruise. For its sold out 8th voyage, 
70k offered a smorgasbord of mayhem rep-
resenting every subgenre of metal, guaran-
teed to please even the most eclectic metal-
head. But, there’s a lot more to 70k than the 61 bands that played 
at this metal festival at sea—there’s the cruise itself.

In February 2018, 70k carried more than 3,000 passengers 
aboard Royal Caribbean’s Independence of the Seas on a voyage 
to the Grand Turk and Caicos Islands. Every single passenger 
has a “backstage pass” to mingle and make friends with fellow 
horn-throwers from around the world, along with the bands them-
selves, all while sailing toward postcard-perfect beaches. “We’re 
gonna need a bigger boat,” laughs Derrick Green of Sepultura. 
We caught up with Derrick on Day 2 just before Sepultura shred-
ded the Alhambra, the ship’s largest theatre. “Cruise ships are an 
incredible city on the sea, but the people…that’s what makes it. 
People are coming here from all around the world. But the people 
working here are amazing. They’re very positive, very polite, they 
create the atmosphere, making it very pleasant.” Fans who’ve en-
dured massive outdoor festivals like Wacken will love the ameni-
ties 70k provides, but the cruise offers so much more than easily 
accessible bathrooms. Passengers lodge in either a double or 
quad-shared cabin, all of which boast private showers and bath-
rooms, daily housekeeping, free room service, and televisions 
broadcasting the ship-wide activity schedule and merchandise 
preview. Deluxe cabins offer upgrades ranging from ocean view 
balconies to full-size tubs. Regardless of the accommodation 
booked, the ticket price covers all food and non-alcoholic bever-
ages (coffee, juice, and water). Cruisers often select the ship’s 
buffet-style restaurant, the Windjammer Café, up on Deck 11, and 
just a short walk from the open-air stage on the top deck between 
sets. Sunned out? Head down to the ship’s main dining room for 
a steak. Miss the 10 P.M. dinner cutoff? After hour options even 
include unlimited Sorrento’s Pizza on Deck 5.

The world’s “biggest heavy metal cruise” doesn’t feature an over-
caffeinated entertainment staff trying to get people to congo-line 
along the pool deck to Top-40. You’re far more likely to catch the 
ship’s Ambassadors (the pool girls) headbanging and moshing 
right alongside the passengers. They are but aren’t eye candy 
though. Drawn from a range of professional musicians, models, 
and entrepreneurs, these hardworking women wade right into the 
carnage to conduct band interviews, provide sunscreen to pas-

sengers roasting up on the pool deck, and 
facilitate some of the ship’s most important 
onboard events, including the infamous Bel-
lyflop Contest. 

Outside the scheduled events, cruisers can 
count on at least one show playing at all 
times. As soon as the ship sets sail, shows 
begin in three of the ship’s four venues. This 
is a key reason why 70k dominates its land-
locked counterparts: sheer choice. While 
some festivals might feature 2 stages, 70k 
features 4 unique venues, each strategically 

planned to feature different subgenres. Not in the mood to hear 
Battle Beast belting out their power metal anthems? Go up a level 
and find Sinister playing at the Pyramid Lounge. 

Cruising for their second time on Round 8, Sinister returned to 
the stage as survivors supporting their newest album, Syncretism. 
At a time when many bands are announcing farewell tours, Sin-
ister is moving into their 30th year of brutality. Frontman Adrie 
Kloosterwaard shared the secret for keeping a band afloat; “It’s 
simple love for the music. That’s it! A love for death metal - the 
only reason to keep going. We’re always here for the gig first. 
Then ya party afterward.” 

The discipline showed. Sinister crushed both of their sets, pack-
ing both the Pyramid Lounge and the Ice Rink. Drummer Toep 
Duin told us, “At one moment, I’m behind the drum kit. I don’t 
know, 2 o’clock - midnight? And, I look out at the ocean - I saw 
the moon shining on the water, and I was thinking, in a flash, ‘hey, 
what the fuck’s this? I’m on the ocean!’”

Time flies onboard 70k, but there is a method to the madness. 
As a 4-day festival, 70k is best conceived of in three phases: the 
first 36 hours at sea, 8 hours of shore leave, and the second 36 
hours returning home. Headliners typically play days 3 and 4, al-
ternating between the Alhambra and the Pool Deck. Plotting a 
schedule helps, but cruisers never need fear if they miss a set as  
every band on 70k plays at least twice. Perhaps the greatest joy 
of sailing on 70k is not just to catch familiar acts, but to seize the 
chance to experience lesser known bands. Every year 70k an-
nounces the lineup sporadically. First-timers and survivors alike 
buy their tickets long before the final bands are published, but 
when those bands are revealed many cruisers scramble to the 
internet to learn more. Announced toward the very end of Round 
8 was Diablo Blvd, the Belgium-based “dark groove” outfit. Even 
at 11 A.M., hungover cruisers were on their feet and taking in Dia-
blo’s unique blend of kicky, darkwave-infused metal. Frontman 
and professional comedian Alex Agnew warmed up the audience 
with a repertoire of jokes, launching into Zero Hour’s “Sing From 
The Gallows.” The album’s apocalyptic overtones unite to give 
prophetic warning to the world’s bleak times, but not all is lost. 
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THE ULTIMATE SURVIVAL GUIDE TO

70000 TONS OF METAL
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“It’s not all ugliness,” Alex told us. “Like this boat, with all these kinds 
of people that have more tattoos and spikes than everybody else; we 
all just try to get along and have a good time.” On 70k, you can count 
on mosh pits. They’re simply part of the experience, a primal urge that 
takes metalheads over when the double bass blast beats the crowd into a 

frenzy. Sometimes pits erupt in front of the stage, other times they churn 
in one of the top deck’s five hot tubs. Bands like Korpiklaani and Alestorm 
often result in circle pits, huge swathes of fans running in circles dancing.  
You can bank on crowd-surfing as bodies glide into waiting hands without 
ever hitting the floor. 70k’s security partners, Event Operations Group, are 
more than ready for it. In fact, they can’t wait to work it every year. “Our 
guys have worked all kinds of shows, every kind. But, any of ‘em who’ve 
worked that’ll tell you, me included: this ship has the best passengers,” 
says John Hall, who helped MMM countless times onboard, whether it 
was preventing a crowd-surfer from accidentally kicking us in the photo pit 
or just by cracking jokes while waiting for a show to start. 

70k is precision clockwork and an experience that cannot be truly un-
derstood without being on board. Even when sound checks go over the 
scheduled time, cruisers rarely complain. There’s simply too much to see, 

too much to do, and unlike other festivals cruisers can always take some-
thing else in. Eight voyages have refined the experience, but to make sure 
you get the most, we scouted ahead to keep you from going overboard.  



Finally, here are some 70k Survival Tips...

• Whether you’re on the fence about going or about to pull 
the trigger, join the official 70,000 Tons of Metal Facebook 
Group. With over 6,000 members, the Facebook group serves 
as a hub for all things 70k. It’s here that survivors share their 
hard-earned wisdom (and their crazy stories). Cruisers post 
photos and videos, the cruise posts each band joining the 
lineup, and the heart of the cruise community beats. Many of 
70k’s attendees are survivors, and the FB forum provides the 
opportunity to make a few friends before ever stepping foot 
on board. More importantly, it also provides the opportunity 
to keep in touch with friends across the globe during the 361 
days between cruises.

• Plan your alcohol and merchandise budget in advance. 
Truth is, alcohol is pricy on any ship, 70k included. But, the 
Caribbean sun spares no one, and while moshing in a hot 
tub is fun, s**tty self-assessment 
and dehydration levels are hard-
core for travelers. The bars along 
the pool deck and on any level of 
the ship will give passengers ice 
water upon request, but nothing 
staves off the sun like a beer or 
screwdriver. Many passengers 
stick with $8-32 oz. cans of Fos-
ters, or drink more slender alumi-
num bottles of domestics. Mixed 
drinks range from $10-12. Wine 
and top-shelf arrangements start 
at $14 and up. Planning for $75-
100 a day for alcohol and the oc-
casional extra food item (Ben & 
Jerry’s ice cream, a burger from 
Johnny Rockets) is a good base-
line. If shots are your thing after 
you’ve cushioned your belly, in-
crease that daily budget with an-
other fifty spot (or more).  

• 70k’s merch room opens on the 
second day and requires plan-
ning. Years of operation have 
streamlined the process, and now 
the cruise uses a ticketing sys-
tem that affords passengers the 
chance to draw a number so that 
nobody needs to stand in line for 
hours. This is a mixed blessing; although a channel dedicated 
to the merch displays on TVs across the ship, cruisers need 
to maintain a flimsy paper ticket and be mindful to check them 
occasionally. Scores of passengers sleep on the floor outside 
the ticketing room overnight, and when we arrived in line an 
hour before the room opened, we drew ticket number 542. 
Our number came up just before Cannibal Corpse’s opening 
set, and many shirts were long sold out—some bands simply 
just don’t overstock. So if you’re looking for a primo merch 
position, you might want to pack a sleeping bag for the floor.

• Determine acceptable losses. Unfortunately, you’re going to 
miss something, but you can cut down tremendously on how 
much you miss with a little strategizing and attention to detail. 

First-time cruisers often lament later that they “didn’t 
know” about a particular event happening. A program 
is delivered to each cabin daily that reports every set, 

meet and greet, and other critical events like the Bellyflop Con-
test. Even so, it’s not possible with an event like 70,000 Tons 
of Metal to catch every show or shipboard event.   

• One of the best tricks is to take a picture of the day’s color-
coded schedule in the official program and make it the back-
ground of your phone. If your roommate makes off with the 
printed schedule or you drunkenly forget it when diving into the 
pool, you’ll be left squinting at the shipboard television moni-
tors clicking the “What’s Happening Now” button. Again, every 
band plays 2 shows, so never despair missing one artist in 
favor of another. 

• Pack everything and pace yourself! It may sound lame, but 
every year it seems by the time the entire ship assembles 
outside for the mandatory evacuation safety ship drill plenty 
of cruisers are already loaded without a single show having 
played yet. 70k stretches four full days and runs on a tight 

schedule. One of the best ways to 
make the most of the voyage is to 
pack the things that will keep you 
in the fight and keep your wallet 
steadfastly purchasing merch and 
booze, not sunscreen and first-aid 
(even though you’ll see that’s on 
this list too!).

• Friends from across the globe 
unite and get wasted easily, 
which can make for some amus-
ing shipboard antics. First-timers 
will make friends fast, especially if 
you’re the guy with a bottle of Ibu-
profen in the Windjammer line on 
Day 2. Hangovers and sunburns 
can decimate and complicate an 
otherwise awesome trip, so start 
each day with a base layer of real 
sunscreen and make sure to drink 
a water every time you pass one 
of the stations providing it. These 
two simple things alone will keep 
you from begging the “pool girls” 
to hose down your sunburn with 
spray-on sunscreen (which wears 
off fast if you go in the pool or hot 
tub). 

• Bring stuff to get signed! This 
one should seem a given, but it’s easy to forget. Every band 
participates in meet and greets on the ship so have your swag 
in hand. Now is the chance to get that vinyl signed, along with 
shirts, flags, mags, guitar stocks, and every conceivable thing 
that can hold a signature. Yes, bands on board are used to 
signing a body part (or two) as well.

We wish to thank and acknowledge the entire 70,000 Tons of 
Metal Press Team, CMM GMBH interview coordinators, the of-
ficial 70,000 Tons of Metal TV Crew, the Pool Girls, and Event 
Operations Group for their help in making Round 8 the amaz-
ing and safe voyage it was. -MH

Check out 70K Tons online @ www.70000tons.com • Face-
book: http://www.Facebook.com/70000tons + Instagram 
@70000tons
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Just try and work as hard as the band Jungle Rot. Just 
try to accomplish what they have over the course of 25 
years (and counting). And, just try and tell lead vocal-

ist and guitarist David Matrise that metal is dead. For Jungle 
Rot...the best has yet to come. It’s a go hard or go home world 
in music these days, and Wisconsin’s finest brings it heavy 
with their new self-titled, and 10th overall studio effort. We re-
cently got on the horn with our longtime friend of two and a half 
decades and simply discussed the past, present, and future of 
one of metal’s most consistent and longest running bands of 
the genre.

MMM: You guys are old school ‘94-’95. We used to get 
package after package from you with demos, stickers, 
handbills for shows that weren’t even near us. It was 
about getting the word out gorilla-style. Why do you think 
that is pretty much non-existent now?
DM: Man, I couldn’t wait to get home from school and do all 
that. I couldn’t wait to check the mail to see what we got from 
other bands. It was a 
lot of support and trade 
back then to get your 
name out. Those were 
the days, man. It was 
more personal and 
meant something back 
then I guess. I miss 
those days. I really do.

MMM: We tend to ask 
this question a lot, 
but it’s real talk. Is 
social media a bless-
ing in disguise or the 
devil behind a f***ed 
up mask? Why isn’t 
anybody communi-
cating anymore? 
DM: I take it all seri-
ously and always have. 
This is my life, and I’ve 
been doing it for 25 
years because of that 
connection, that metal 
brotherhood. When I 
meet somebody and 
bond, I try and keep it 
strong forever. We’re 
trying to fly the flag 
with respect, and the new age is breaking it down. It all comes 
down to communication and respect for one another. I don’t 

know about all this social media stuff, but I do know that you 
have to focus on and connect with your fans and we do that 
the best way we know how. Live - it’s all on the table.

MMM: That avoid your idols and avoid disappointment 
thing is more often than not never true. Unfortunately, 
you’ve recently experienced somebody you looked up to 
basically disrespecting your label Victory Records and in-
turn your band. From your own mouth, what happened 
with Kerry King from Slayer and why was he quoted trash-
ing Victory bands on a recent tour tied to Slayer?
DM: It really f***king bothered me, man. That guy is my idol. 
He didn’t trash Jungle Rot directly, but he ran a statement on 
the Mayhem tour talking badly about the side stage bands ba-
sically, and the way I read it was that all the bands on the 
side (Victory Records) stage “suck and I wouldn’t come here 
if I were you either.” Victory is a great label and put a lot of 
money up for that tour two years and a row and here’s this guy 
bashing the tour? I took that very personal and anybody that 

knows me knows that I 
don’t do that stuff. I’m 
not that type of per-
son, you know. I simply 
spoke my side. The 
press just knocked it 
outta hand from there. 
There is no bad blood 
about it really. He said 
what he said, I said 
what I said. 

MMM: Let’s talk 
about Victory Re-
cords for a minute? 
They are one of very 
few old-school labels 
left that actually re-
turn calls, emails and 
push their bands on 
ALL levels. How has 
Victory raised the bar 
for Jungle Rot?
DM: They get us, man.  
If it wasn’t for Victory 
Records I don’t know 
where we would be. 
They were going to 
sign us sooner, but 
that never worked out. 

I can only imagine if it did because that timeframe back then 
was huge for a lot of metal bands and their careers. We just 
appreciate everything Victory does for us. The label puts us 
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“WE’RE  TRYING  TO  FLY  THE  FLAG  WITH  RESPECT  AND  

THE  NEW  AGE  IS BREAKING  IT  DOWN.”
- Dave, Jungle Rot

out there, and they get us on tours. They are on top of their 
s**t, and you couldn’t ask more from a label in 2018. It’s just 
all worked out very well for us and our tour schedules, our 
personal lives. I can’t see us on any other label but Victory 
Records.  

MMM: What is the number one ingredient to keep doing 
what you do after all these years? You seem to be getting 
better and better with age. How?
DM: The biggest thing is, we really enjoy it still. We love to play 
live and love to write music. Seeing all the faces after 10-15 
years, the people that truly support us year after year - that’s 
what I’m into, man. That’s the fuel. I still pick up my guitar 
from the corner and play with that same fire, man. On tour...
It’s about taking care of yourself and keeping clean. I don’t get 
sick on tour because I am constantly taking care of my mind 
and body. I’m not getting f***ed up every night, and I’ve really 
evolved past any bad habits I had back in those old days. I 
wash my hands constantly! [Laughs] 

MMM: Talk about the new album and its extension of 
technical brutality. Each record seems to get heavier and 
heavier, better and better musically. Is this a process you 
go after each record or is it more built-in to the DNA of the 
band and its members?
DM: We don’t know where it comes from. I guess you would 
say it’s a natural gift. There really isn’t any anger in me any-
more. I used to write from a place of getting even or back at 
somebody that pissed me off. Not any more. Over the last 
couple albums, we really got the stride goin’. This new album 
kinda shows that in so many ways. It’s all personal in some 
way, but no longer from that dark place. We’ve got the recipe 
now. When you have a good recipe, you just make it better 
each time, right? 

Check out Jungle Rot @ www.Jungle-Rot.com • Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/junglerot + Instagram @junglerot
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J
ust when you thought you’ve heard all of the great voices in 
music, somebody comes along through other avenues and 
just happens to be that voice that blows your mind. You think 

to yourself, “why have I not heard this before?” and “how is she 
not the hottest thing on radio or tour right now!?!” California model, 
business owner, beautician, mother and singer, Jessica Kittredge 
is at the end of those questions, and she is a superstar waiting to 
be discovered. In her defense regarding “why not?”, it’s simply a 
matter of time and the ability to put herself out there. If you follow 
the tattoo modeling world, you should know Jessica by now, but 
what you may have never experienced is her overwhelming tal-
ent as a singer/songwriter. These are some of the main reasons 
we created this magazine - to 
help share the unknown talent 
of all genres with the world. 
Let’s share a little Q&A with 
that voice right now...
 
MMM: First off, we simply 
have to give you a Wayne’s 
World bow and tell you how 
impressive your song re-
leases on iTunes are! How 
are you not signed to a ma-
jor label already? 
JK: Thank so much! I’m pretty 
low key I guess. I’m still de-
veloping the songs. I might 
produce them out a bit more 
then I want to do some videos 
to help build my fan base. 

MMM: Ok, now that we’ve 
inflated your ego a bit…tell 
us more about your music. 
How would you personally 
describe the overall vibe, 
sound; audio output?
JK: Well my EP is very 
emo! [Laughs] I really 
needed to get some 
things out. Moody 
with a little soul 
and a lot of sass. 
Overall though, 
I like to think I’m 
a rocker. I love 
to scream it out 
a bit if you know 
what I mean. 
I’m also in a 90’s 
cover band which 
is pretty much the 
best thing ever. 

MMM: The song “Crawl” 
is pretty intense. Explain 
the message behind this par-
ticular song.
JK: “Crawl” is kind of my self-reflection moment. It’s about that 
internal struggle while facing inner demons and embracing them-
-exploiting them. The ocean is a religious metaphor for me so it 
becomes subject matter. I was raised conservative Christian and 
I’ve always struggled with judgment. 

MMM: Same question for the track “Hands Dirty.” 
JK: Hands Dirty is my love letter to every man or woman I’ve met 
that thought they had a chance or maybe did for a moment. When 
it comes to things like this, I’m the type to ghost a situation. If it 
stops serving me and becomes unhealthy in any form, I have no 
problem cutting it off. But, I never forget. I just never understood 
the mentality of getting to know someone solely to abuse and take 
advantage of them. It’s very sad. This song is my small bit of kar-
ma, and I won’t allow people to hurt me anymore.

MMM: Your newest song is called “Ransom,” correct? It’s al-
most as if a storyline could be tied into all of the songs we’ve 

heard so far. Is there any ac-
curacy to that thought? 
JK: Yeah. “Ransom” is, again, 
from my inner struggle. It’s 
about staying sane amidst 
societal pressures and main-
taining a balance between 
controlling your voices without 
numbing yourself and losing 
what makes you unique. 

MMM: Talk about the rest of 
the musicians you worked 
with on the songs you’ve 
released so far. Who are the 
other players on this proj-
ect? 
JK: I had the most amazing 
team literally fall into my lap. I 
was cutting hair in Hollywood 
and met The Brothers Koren: 
Isaac and Thorald aka Farm 
and Bråves. These guys nur-
tured the emotions I wanted to 
portray and mentored my writ-
ing while creating the music to 
express it. We recorded the 
music and vocals with their 
sound engineer Kyle Man-
gels.

MMM: Which came first, 
the modeling or the music? 
You’ve been around the 
block a bit with modeling. 
Do you think the overall out-
lets for tattoo models have 

changed since you started in the biz?
JK: To be honest I’ve had an interest in both for so long 

that I’m not sure which actually came first. I guess I started 
singing lessons around age 8. I was in my first fashion show 

at age 5. Singing was the first thing I ever wanted to do when 
I grew up. Watching Star Search, I was determined to become 

a singer/dancer/performer. You know, like Paula Abdul! I’ve defi-
nitely been modeling professionally longer. The tattoo industry has 
grown exponentially since I got into it about 8 years ago. That fact 
that there are agencies now dedicated only to tattooed models 
is awesome. I’m looking forward to seeing heavily tattooed high 
fashion models more often in mainstream ad campaigns. 

MMM: Nude vs implied vs. fashion statements with clothing 
in the modeling world. What is your take on those subjects? 
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JK: I think they all can have a great impact with the appropriate 
outlet. One could probably say my niche for awhile was fine art 
nudes. I love expression through movement and the shape of the 
body. Nudity allows for gorgeous scenery as well, whether it’s a 
stunning sunset on the beach or an urban wasteland. The juxtapo-
sition of an epic nude pose makes for some rad art. 

MMM: On the 
subject of 
ink or more 
e l o q u e n t l y 
known as 
body art, let’s 
talk about 
your tattoo 
choices and 
who did your 
work. Same 
artist or a 
mix? 
JK: My main 
artist is 
my cousin 
Landon Mau, 
owner of Cre-
ations & Illus-
trations and 
The Catalyst 
Tattoo Expo 
in Vallejo, CA. 
He’s so versa-
tile and brings 
all my crazy 
ideas to life in 
a better way 
than I ever 
imagined. All 
of my tattoos 
have mean-
ing and were 
some form of 
therapeutic relief. Many are family-related. I have a few friendship 
tattoos matching my homies and a few for self-empowerment. I 
have a couple silly ones too!

MMM: It’s safe to say that NOT having tattoos may be the mi-
nority now. Why do you think the art of applying ink to the 
body is so popular now and maybe why it wasn’t years ago?
JK: I really can’t speak for anyone else, but for me, it’s something 
only I can make the decision to do, and that’s very empowering 
and liberating. I think we’re a generation aching to be different from 
the past. The tech boom has really pushed us forward, and I think 
we’re all just dying to stand out in our own way and make our own 
mark.

MMM: As a musician, everybody has an inspirational set of 
musicians or bands to do a collaborative effort with in the stu-
dio (or in concert) at some point. Who would be your ultimate 
collab partner in music? 
JK: That’s such a tough question because there are so many art-
ists I admire and draw inspiration from. I just love to perform so 
much that I would probably collab with just about anyone! Ulti-
mately though, I’d have to go with Florence Welch + The Machine.

MMM: What do you think of shows like American Idol, The 
Voice, and even The Four? Do you see any value in perform-
ing covers in order to receive an opp at a major record con-
tract? Is this productive or counter productive in your opin-
ion?
JK: Why not right? It might not be the best outlet for everyone, 

but it’s national television so I’m sure it could help a little. I think 
you just have to have a certain type of personality to tolerate the 
experience though. It’s not for everybody, but then again what is 
“for everybody” or if you don’t take the risk to find out!

MMM: Do you feel music is more about perfect timing, more 
about patience or simply more about who you know in the 

industry?
JK: Personally, my music came from pa-
tience. I really took my time finally getting 
my music out because it’s very personal 
and therefore I’m super self-conscious 
about it. Singing is the thing I have want-
ed to do the longest. It’s been my biggest 
dream, so I feel a lot of pressure to make it be 
exactly what I want it to be. I’ve finally got some-
thing to prove now that I’m actually a singer. If you 
have patience and perseverance with what you love -- at 
the right time, you’ll meet the right people!

MMM: Are you currently doing live gigs in Los Angeles to 
back up your song releases? 
JK: I very recently opened my first salon in Silver Lake, CA. Now 
that the dust has settled slightly, I’m really excited to get some gigs 
lined up ASAP.

MMM: What is that ultimate goal with your music and the 
band, and what do you have your sights set on over the next 
few years?
JK: Again, I definitely want to get videos made for the songs I have 
out so far and perform more often too so I can build that fan base 
and start writing new material. Ultimately, I suppose, having a con-
tract and a full album release would be pretty rad as well!

Check out Jessica Kittredge on Facebook @ www.Facebook.com/
ShakenVanity13 + IG @shakenvanity13
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“I’VE  FINALLY  GOT  SOMETHING  TO  PROVE  NOW  THAT  
I‘M  ACTUALLY  A  SINGER.  IF  YOU  HAVE  PATIENCE  AND  

PERSEVERANCE  WITH  WHAT  YOU  LOVE  -- AT  THE  RIGHT  
TIME  YOU’LL  MEET  THE  RIGHT  PEOPLE.”

- JESSICA KITTREDGE
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Remembering those we listened to and one day 
met along the way in the history of our own lives 
is often just as important as the history of what 

made those we call legends and friends great. For us, we have 
had the honor of meeting both Darrell “Dimebag” Abbott (Guitar-
ist - Pantera, Damage Plan) and his brother Vincent Paul Abbott 
(Drummer - Pantera, Damage Plan, Hellyeah). For us, the right 
thing to do in honoring their memory is to share our experiences 
and those times we crossed paths with two of the most iconic 
men in metal history. Though they are both no longer with us, 
Dimebag a victim of assassination on December 8, 2004, and 
Vinnie quietly passing away in his sleep on June 22, 2018, we 
will always remember them and that slice in time we shared 
along their journey.

Pantera had just released their 7th overall album, Far Beyond 
Driven, in 1994 and Son Of Spamm! Magazine, our first ven-
ture into the magazine world, was in its prime, but dealing with 
some legal issues from Hormel, the company known for making 
SPAM. We made the decision to release SOS under the name 

MASS for one issue until what turned out to be no (trademark) 
issue at all settled itself in the attorney world. We had supported 
Elektra records for years and had our first chance to speak with 
legendary drummer, Vinnie Paul. Being drummers ourselves we 
went into the conversation guns blazing and on the other end 
was an extensive exchange of drum: 101 and Q&A regarding 
rumors about trouble in the Pantera world. Overall. we remem-
ber Vinnie being a very well-mannered individual that was very 
methodical and calculated with his words. We vowed to keep in 
touch and did.

1996 and the decade of Jackie Chan. That year his newest Amer-
ican movie was Supercop and Dimebag, who at time was doing 
various solo guest appearances with the likes of Ace Frehley, 
King Diamond, and Anthrax, decided to contribute to the Chan 
film with the song “Caged In A Rage”, which he, of course, played 
guitar on, but also laid down vocals for as well. The song got little 
attention, but we were quick to jump on it and phoned Darrell to 
discuss the project. In true Dimebag fashion, the conversation 
was more “shootin’ the s**t” than about anything else. This was 
one of many talks with Dime that we would never forget, especial-



ly due 
to our 

admira- tion for 
Pantera, even dur- ing their earlier glam rock 

days as Gemini and Eternity before deciding on Pantera in 1981.

It was now January 11, 1999, and we were on our final year 
of publishing Son of Spamm! due to recent news that Tower 
Records would soon be shutting its door on both a retail and 
magazine distribution level. A call came in from Elektra Re-
cords to cover the Pantera show which was an opening slot for 
Black Sabbath. The tour served as a bit of a reunion for Ozzy 
Osbourne and original Sabbath members so turning down the 
invitation, end of a magazine era or not - not an o p -
tion!. The show was just as expected--epic! After the 
show we headed back to Pantera’s bus, having 
made friends with Dimebag and Vinnie Paul via 
interviews by phone since the release of Cowboys 
From Hell in 1990. We knew the boys had a few drinks 
of choice and had a thing for strip clubs (Vinnie went on 
to co-own The Clubhouse in Dallas, TX) so we invited them 
back to a spot we worked at as a bouncer and of course three 
“hell yeah!” responses followed. Vinnie, Dime, and bassist Rex 
Brown were in the car, and we were on our way. Pantera vocal-
ist Phil Anselmo was known for his antisocial behaviors at this 
point of the band’s career, so Phil stayed behind as we headed 
to Stars Cabaret in Beaverton, OR. Upon arrival, with VIP status 
waiting, we sat for hours sharing a combination of Jager, Crown  
Royal, and Black Tooth Grin after Black Tooth Grin (Crown, Sea-
gram’s 7 & Coke). What we remember most about Darrell was 
his true interest in asking us questions vs. us asking him about 
the band and tales from the road. He truly wanted to be your 
friend and “brother” as opposed to talking about himself. Vinnie 
was the more reserved type and had more of a confident and 

cocky side back then. Looking back, he seemed to be soaking in 
the tricks of the trade. The night ended with stories told, drinks 
shared and good times from both ends of our individual worlds. 

Fast forward to Las Vegas in 2007-2008, we had moved to Sin 
City to pursue a career in television with another music-relat-
ed project, The Chronicles Of Rock (Fox Reality), a one-hour 
making of a band reality show planning to take over the city 
a n d future cablewaves of the world. It was then that we 
coin- cidentally moved into an area that just happened 
to be next to the condo of Vinnie Paul. Pantera was 
a distant memory at this point in his career with 
Helly- eah right in the thick of it. We would share 
m a n y a night with Vinnie and crew at the Hard 
R o c k Hotel and a mutual friend’s new nightspot 
inside HR called Wasted Space (owned by Carey 
Hart and Ja- son Giambi of the Oakland A’s). Vinnie 

was always the leader of some great Vegas bar 
tours with celebrities from many facets of the 

e n t e r - tainment world in tow. 

W e simply remember Dime and 
V i n - nie as great human beings 

and very influential in both 
music and that human 

t r a i t called humility. They 
w e r e never too big to talk, 
never too cool for school and 
although they will be missed for 
years to come, they both leave 
behind new level legacy’s that 
will walk through the veins of mu-
sic fans and musicians far beyond 
their cemetery gates. -RB



The Nun (Sept 7, New Line/Warner Bros.)
This is an upcoming American gothic su-
pernatural horror film from Corin Hardy, 

best known for his 2015 directorial debut, The 
Hallow. The Nun is a spin-off of 2016’s The Con-
juring 2, and the fifth installment in The Conjur-
ing series. Not 
to be confused 
with the 2005 
Spanish nun 
horror flick of 
the same name. 
If you are a Hol-
lywood movie 
nerds, like us, 
you’d also know 
that Hardy had 
the green light 
to run with his 
reboot of The 
Crow (Jason 
Momoa) before 
studio execs 
flipped the red 
light switch off 
(for reasons 
only Hollywood 
knows) for now.

When a young 
nun at a clois-
tered abbey in 
Romania takes 
her own life, a 
priest with a haunted 
past and a novitiate 
on the threshold of 
her final vows are 
sent by the Vatican to 
investigate. Together 
they uncover the or-
der’s unholy secret. 
Risking not only their 
lives but their faith 
and their very souls, 
they confront a ma-
levolent force in the 
form of the same de-
monic nun that first 
terrorized audiences 
in The Conjuring 2, as 
the abbey becomes a 
horrific battleground 
between the living 
and the damned.

So here’s where our 
two cents comes in. 
We are partial to Mr. 
Hardy because, well, 
to be honest, we fol-
low him on Insta and 
he is a likable British son of a bitch. In addition 
to that, The Hallow was very well put together for 
somewhat of a simple and “done before” spooky 
spook. In our minds, an idea can be repeated 
and beat into the ground a hundred times, but 
very few doing the beating make it stick. Back to 
our point with Corin Hardy. He takes the same 
approach to The Nun--his own. Now, the direc-
tor isn’t always necessarily responsible for cast-
ing choices, but with Hardy, it doesn’t matter. He 
makes them better even if they were already solid 
on all four sides of the square. Corin Hardy also 
isn’t known for just jumping on a script because 

of a potential payday. He is a director that al-
ways looks for a challenge, specifically within the 
scripts that blaze across his brow. So what made 
him green light go with The Nun? “To be honest, 
I wasn’t expecting the story to be taken in the 
direction it goes in,” states the 43-year old Hardy 
tells JoBlo Movie Trailers during the 2018 San 

Diego Comic-Con. 
“It’s more of an ad-
venture tale with a 
sort of mystery (vs. 
your typical hor-
ror movie). When I 
started reading the 
script, I knew this 
was something - a 
world that I could 
really bring myself 
into.” From our an-
gle, we agree with 
the pace and mood 
although one 
would immediately 
think The Exorcist 
series when the 
overall plot reveals 
its spinning head. 
This is definitely 
no Exorcist, and 
nobody is the film 
is told to “go suck 
c***s in hell!”. What 
The Nun is, how-
ever, is clever and 
well filmed. Kudos 

to director of photography, well cinemaphotogra-
pher in this case, Maxime Alexandre, who also 
did superb work in the remake of The Hills Have 
Eyes (2006). 

Jump scares? Oh, yeah, there plenty of these in 
the shadows and that seems to be an essential 
film gauge with moviegoers of late. There must 
be at least a half dozen camera tricks or scripted 
moments that rightfully warrant, “Only 2 jump 
scares!?! This movie sucks!” said some random 
kid somewhere after sitting through 95 minutes 
of some horror garbage. That same kid is going 
to soak his boxers with processed Pepsi on this 

one. Hell, even YouTube sensation Elvis the bull-
dog had fear turn to beast-mode whenever Bon-
nie Aarons (aka The Nun) pops up in the film. 
Aarons--oh let’s talk about this woman for a sec-
ond! She has done her fair share of Hollywood 
hits, but since she first cashed-in in 2016’s The 
Conjuring 2, she will forever be known as “that 

jump scare 
hag” from 
those Norma 
Bates, we 
mean, Lor-
raine Warren 
movies.

Overall this 
is a solid flick 
and horror 
franchise tag 
along. Tension 
and outcome 
from that ten-
sion is the key 
here. We see 
it doing well 
at the box-
office due to 
its Conjuring 
ties, but we 
expect it to do 
even better as 
a second view 
when some 
A+ reviews by 

other media outlets finally come forth. Of course, 
some a**hole writer is going to tear Hardy and 
the cast a new one because that’s what haters do 
after they themselves get beat up for their lunch 
money on the way from high school. Corin Hardy 
can merely relax while his status as 
a Hollywood director swims like Mi-
chael Phelps through the haterade 
and gator-baiters.   

The initial script for The Nun was 
written by David Leslie Johnson, and 
produced by Peter Safran and James 
Wan. I was announced in early 2017 
that Corin Hardy had signed on to di-
rect The Nun with a new screenplay 
thrown in by Wan and Gary Dauber-
man. During the filming of Annabelle: 
Creation, Safran revealed that The Nun 
would chronologically come first in The 
Conjuring franchise’s shared cinematic 
universe, making it as a further prequel 
to The Conjuring series and Annabelle 
series. He said, “We have a board that 
we created that has what we hope will ulti-
mately be our series of movies. We have it 
in chronological order so we can keep track 
of where it all happens.

The Nun stars Demián Bichir (The Hate-
ful Eight, Alien: Covenant), Taissa Farmiga 
(American Horror Story franchise and sis-
ter of Vera Farmiga) and Jonas Bloquet 
(Orphan, Valerian). The screenplay by Gary 
Dauberman (A Nightmare On Elm Street 
2010 reboot, It, the upcoming Swamp Thing) 
is from a story by James Wan (Saw, Furious 
7, Aquaman) and Dauberman. Wan also served 
as producer alongside Peter Safran (Buried, The 
Belko Experiment). H H H H
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NBA2K19 (September 11, Visual Con-
cepts) 
Ah, yet another basketball simulation 

video game developed by Visual Concepts and 
published by 2K Sports. This is the 20th install-
ment in the NBA 2K franchise and the successor 
to NBA 2K18. Per the usual, platforms will include 
Microsoft Windows, Nintendo Switch, PlaySta-
tion 4, and Xbox One. Giannis Antetokounmpo of 
the Milwaukee Bucks is the cover athlete for the 
standard edition, while LeBron James of the Los 
Angeles Lakers is the cover athlete for the 20th 
Anniversary Edition. Antetokounmpo and James 
will grace the cover in North America, while cur-
rent NBA Rookie of the Year Award winner Ben 
Simmons of the Philadelphia 76ers, an Australian 
native, will grace the cover in Australia and New 
Zealand.

So what’s new, what’s different, why not hang 
with older versions? Well, for starters, it will be 
the first game in the series since ESPN NBA 
2K5 (Xbox 360) and NBA 2K6 (PlayStation 3) 
to not be released for either platform. NBA2K19 
is also the first in the series to come standard 
as a 4K Ultra HD and HDR output. Yes, 4K was 
native to ‘18, but native and standard offer the 
user straight to current quality without needing a 
lesson in television baller-mechanics first. We all 
know 4K will soon turn to 8K and so on and so 
on, but for now, NBA2K19 is pretty badass on 
the visual front straight off the bench. More 2K19 
upgrades from the previous year include evolved 
MyPlayer and CreateAPlayer (aren’t those the 
same thing?) customization and MyLeague/
MyGM customization that takes your moves, lo-
cations, and opponents defense to a whole new 
level. Though these things are a given because 

technology evolves over time, combine these 
simple perks with stellar 4K graphics (on a true 
4K television) and the overall experience can’t be 
anything but “believe the hype.”   

Now, we all know vanity is part of this whole 
process even though people playing these 
games don’t want to admit it, but the truth is, 
people wanted to fine-tune their player looks to 
put themselves right in the game. What has al-
ways been an issue in green screen simulation 
morphed into the video game world are the eyes. 
2K18 was better than any previous version, but 
that dead stare in the simulated player’s eyes 
was still creepy as f***. Right? 2K19 
and 2K Sports addressed this issue as 
best it could by crafting the eyes with 
a bit more soul, thus taking the fran-
chise further away from the zombie 
genre. Though this little slight of hand 
change is small, it goes along way 
with “attention to detail” geeks like 
us. If you’re going to slam one arro-
gant baller over another, you want 
to see the staredown too! Hell, you 
can get right in there and tweak the 
hair (as in facial hair and hairstyles) 
and dem brow and cheekbones 
with a bit more surgical finesse 
as well. All the little details and 
then some add a lot to NBA2K19 
and those little things, just like 
anything new in the retail world, 
equals big bank takes little bank. 

All of the above are great addi-
tions, but the wave right now, 
bottom line, is online play. With 

the NBA now sanctioning a full-blown online bas-
ketball league, there is always gonna be room for 
change and a bunch of whining from some couch 
kid that blows his monthly inheritance check on 
chocolate twinkies and Mountain Dew. Though 
funny, tweaks and upgrades are just a standard 
of techno-life and 2K Sports did a great job taking 
in the comments from gamers and adjusting the 
balance here. In the end, this 20th Anniversary of 
the game franchise is worth the usual monetary 
commitment. We’re not major sports gamers, but 
we do play at times, and do appreciate the evo-
lution process. The regular edition pre-orders at 
$59.99 while the special LeBron James edition 

prices out around $99.99 and comes with a 
pretty hefty bag of extras. 

w w w .

nba.2k.
com
H H H
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GL O W 
(Netflix)
No one 

has a valid leg to 
stand on if they 
stand up in the 
middle of a group 
convo and talk 
s**t on the 80’s! 
Ok, maybe you 
can bag on Cali-
fornia Hardware 
pants, ABC can-
celing Mork & 
Mindy, and the 
Seiko UC-2000 
wrist mini-
keyboard sys-
tem. What is 
so cool about 
the 80’s in the 
teen 2000’s 
though is 
the success 
that any 
given 80’s 
throwback 
will yield. 
D o e s n ’ t 
matter what 

it is either! Clothing, mu-
sic, film, and yes, television. What is the per-

fect 80’s reboot that in this day and age would 
capture the attention of the masses on several 
levels? A misfits rehash of the Gorgeous Ladies 
of Wrestling aka G.L.O.W., a real deal 1986 cre-
ation by promoter David McClane that ended up 

becoming a late night cable 
television and subsequently, 
Vegas strip sensation. It was risky, it was pro-
vocative, it wasn’t taken seriously in its inception, 
and it was pure genius because most of the mo-
notony of the 80’s was coming to a head anyway.

In true throwback fashion, Netflix and Orange Is 
The New Black creator Jenji Kohan (Producer)
took on the GLOW project in 2017 and by episode 
three it was a bonified hit across the genre board. 
Another strong female-led cast was just another 
recipe for success and example that women are 
badasses too! But, men, women, and fans of the 
80’s took to the story of a dozen+ women turned 
(un)professional wrestling queens in 1985’s San 
Fernando Valley 
like underground 
cyber-geeks took 
to the twinkie-filled 
binge-boards of 
Max Headroom. 
Who doesn’t root 
for underdogs any-
way these days, 
right? Add a little 
“I f***ed your hus-
band” drama, a 
washed-up B-horror 
chainsmoking direc-
tor, and ethnics-r-us 
to the mix - you have yourself a real deal story 
any Pat Benatar and Cindy Lauper stalker would 
cream over.

So what makes GLOW so damn good? First and 
foremost, Netflix and their bravery against odds 

is shining 
through-
- a g a i n ! 

Then take the acting, 
the dialogue, and the reality that made 
the 80’s such an odd transition period in history. 
..BOOM! You are now smashing it by episode 4. 
If you lived in the 80’s you are taken back and re-
minded that aside from annoying colors and glit-
ter, the 80’s were pretty frickin’ tubular, boss and 
rad even. You can’t help but identify with Ruth 
“Zoya the Destroya” Wilder played by Alison Brie 
and swoon over Debbie “Liberty Belle” Eagan 
played by Betty Gilpin. You also can’t help that 
“f*** you” likeability of IFC’s Maron star, Mark Ma-
ron, who plays Sam Sylvia, the fearless and un-

enthusiastic leader 
of the GLOW pack.

Though there is 
no official word on 
a Season 3, it’s 
pretty clear that the 
first two seasons 
of GLOW will go 
down in television 
history anyway. It’s 
a well-written real-
ity check that allows 
us to reminisce, 
laugh and realize 

that everything in life doesn’t need to be taken 
seriously to be a valid topic of discussion.  A few 
extra props need to be doled out to Britt Baron 
and Jackie Tohn for memorable character perfor-
mances as well. In short, if you haven’t seen this 
show you’d better get on the junk chain! HHHH
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CLUTCH - Book Of Bad Decisions (Weathermaker) 
Clutch are pretty much a bunch of badasses that can do nothing wrong in our eyes. They have per-
formed to a high level and evolved as a band without straying off their original path for nearly three 
decades. Now, their old s**t has balls and may serve as a heavier reminded of darker days, but over-
all Neil Fallon and the boys have NOT lost their touch album after album after album. Book Of Bad 
Decisions is number twelve since ‘93, and again, it serves as an anthem for the beast inside of every 
American dreamer. A beast that carries a flag forward, never back. A beast that opposes enemies 
that stand in the way of truth, justice and the rock n’ roll way. Clutch is such a tank in the industry that 
their confidence to fly under their own radar, Weathermarker Records, is another chunk of testimony 
that proves they are not to be underestimated in this rock game. In an interview with Brittney Patton 
of 103.7 The Eagle Rocks!, Clutch frontman Neil Fallon put the Book... into perspective. “This record 
has a lot of… maybe not a lot, but instances where I looked back into events of my own life or Clutch’s 
career, took them and exaggerated them for the purposes of drama,” Fallon says. “I’ve always been 
wary of that, ‘cause I don’t really like nostalgia. But, I also realize, after 25 years, there’s a whole 
catalog of experiences that I can take and draw from that. Sometimes getting inspired can be hard. 
Listening to a song, [you think], ‘What’s this one gonna be about?’ and sometimes they come right 
out of the sky, sometimes no, they don’t. So that seemed like a good place to draw from.” With that 
said, we can easily groove, move and get down with what Fallon is sayin’. Especially after we dove 
:30 seconds into the albums opening track “Gimme The Keys.” The epic hook of this track goes on 
to say, “Great Plains, hardcore scenes may not be the biggest but, lord, they’re mean. And, though 
my mind has been shot to hell the details of that night, I remember well.” Yes, another perfect set of 
words from one of today’s better bands with lyrical laser focus. Now, we do have to say that we’re 
not sure Maryland’s finest can ever top 2013’s Earth Rocker, which is one of the most well-polished 
rock albums from front to back in the past decade - but that is just our opinion. The lyrics and overall 
music from that album were f***in’ epic in every sense of the word. Regardless of this compared to 
that, this new offering is still a 5-star album because it’s Clutch and they don’t put out anything less 

than. 15 songs that kick ass and take names. 15 songs with Neil Fallon one-liners that rival any Bruce Willis movie. Fifteen songs that are true Clutch 
and nothing but the Clutch. Sult, Maines, and Gastor still have their mojo intact as well, and this makes for a well-rounded boot that kicks ass and takes 
names. Clouds of dirt in the air and all! The Church of Clutch is still a dominant force to be reckoned with. Preach on, brothas! Preach on. 9/7/18 HHHHH

ALICE IN CHAINS - Rainier Fog (AIC) 
The grunge era may have come and gone, but the bands remain a part of music history. That history surely includes 
the Seattle-based juggernaut Alice In Chains, a group unveiled to Puget Sound music fans first under the name 
Diamond Lie, then Fuck before deciding on Layne’s Staley’s former band name, Alice N’ Chains (formed by just 
Staley in 1987). The now titled Alice In Chains would go on to only release three full-length albums before Staley’s 
death in 2002, but, what Staley, Jerry Cantrell, Mike Starr (also R.I.P.) and Sean Kinney were able to accomplish 
with Facelift and Dirt would send them into “classic” status. In 2005, AIC announced the reunion concept after 14 
years and by 2006 announced that Come With The Fall singer William DuVall would be replacing Layne Staley. 
The music community was furious - that is, until they heard DuVall push AIC lyrics through a mic during halftime at 
a Seattle Seahawks/San Francisco 49ers game in 2008. Three full DuVall efforts later, we have Rainier Fog. Just 
like The Devil Put Dinosaurs Here, AIC’s sixth overall masterpiece doesn’t disappoint. All ten tracks are pure Alice 
In Chains with Cantrell’s signature guitar riffs leading the way. This is a fan album and then some. 8/24/18 HHH1/2

CAT POWER - Wanderer (Domino)
Also known as Charlyn Marie Marshall, Cat Power (the queen of sadcore) is to the American singer-songwriter genre 
what bees are to honey or what trees are to the earth. Cat is an icon in her own right, rooted in music and necessary 
to the evolution of its circle. She has been mesmerizing fans since the early 90’s, and it’s already being said that 
Wanderer, her 10th overall album, may be her most glorious effort to-date. After listening to Wanderer (on vinyl) and 
being fans of past efforts such as Moonpix (1998) and Jukebox (2008), we may be completely inclined to agree with 
that assessment. She is the Frank Sinatra and Johnny Cash of our generation, a powerful voice that paved the way 
after Patsy Cline, Joni Mitchell and Kate Bush, and before current swooner and female crooner acts like Lana Del Rey 
and Natasha Khan (Bat For Lashes). This new album reaffirms that opinion as every song grips you and consumes 
you in typical Cat Power fashion. If one was to compare (as a compliment), it’s much like a 70’s-era Rolling Stones 
album flourishing under Cat’s signature vocal prowess. The difference between good and great is always open to 
debate, but to say Wanderer isn’t a notch above either title would be a very, very sad mistake. 10/5/18 HHHH1/2

COHEED AND CAMBRIA - Vaxis - Act 1: The Heavenly Creatures (Roadrunner) 
It’s nearly impossible to describe New York’s Coheed And Cambria without breaking out a dictionary, and it can’t 
be denied that they are one of the most unique bands in the progressive rock category. Since breaking into 
the music scene in the mid-1990’s from the ashes of bands like Toxic Parents and Beautiful Loser, (the only) 
original member Claudio Sanchez and Coheed And Cambria have built a cult following that rivals that of bands 
like Muse, Tool and Faith No More. No comparisons here, but Coheed is just as original. With ...The Heavenly 
Creatures and a new deal with Roadrunner, Records CandC smash it out of the park with riffs and hooks that are 
just as impressive as 2013 Aftermath: Descension, which was a masterpiece effort by all accounts. Known for 
concept album Vaxis... is another storyline that connects the lyrical dots and continues the bands Amory Wars 
concept, which is a series of graphic comics created by CandC’s Sanchez. Yes, Coheed And Cambria are dif-
ferent, and yes, they are an acquired taste, but anybody that appreciated music as music will no doubt look 
forward to each and every release from these creative mother f***ers. This album is just another example that 
creative songwriting combined with a synergy of conceptual music can stand alone as pure genius. 10/5/18 HHHH 
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DEICIDE - Overtures Of Blasphemy (Century Media)
Ah, the historical Steve Asheim and Glenn Benton-driven Deicide and their signature skull-crushing sound. 
There is nobody like Deicide and hell if there ever will be! Bands like this don’t last as long and keep ascend-
ing with force without being a stand-alone that cannot be replicated in any way, shape or form. Overtures of 
Blasphemy, Deicide’s 12th album in 28 years, takes “brutal” to areas of your brain you didn’t know existed 
and from the f***ing cut to the wound to the bloodshed it’s simply more death metal history in the making. Al-
ways controversial and uncompromising, Glenn and Deicide have tortured souls since 1987 when Asheim 
founded the band, and their following is much like a wave of dedicated and brain-thirsty walkers that cannot 
be compromised. Hell, check out the first single, “Excommunicated”, if you don’t believe us. It’s old school 
thrash and death packed with limbs and bones in a blender. It’s epic and will be injested as such by true 
death metal fans for years to come. We don’t think Deicide has really ever put out a bad album now that we 
think about it. Much like bands like Jungle Rot, Slayer, Napalm Death and Carcass they are consistent and 
legends of the industry. This new album just brings them that much closer to the unholy grail. 9/4/18 HHHH

EVERLAST - Whitey Ford’s House Of Pain (Martyr) 
By now everyone should know that Erik Francis Schrody aka Everlast was one of the original members of House 
Of Pain. For you millennials, maybe “Jump Around” will jog your memory. If you still have no idea what we are talk-
ing about, then you obviously flunked out of classic old-school school. Fast forward to 1990 when HOP’s Schrody 
branched off to form Everlast, and the style departure was clearly a big move and change for the now 49-year old 
rapper turned alternative songwriter (with beats). Yes, try to describe Everlast as a genre. You can’t do it! Why? 
Because this unique transformation was simply that--unique. After several hits over the years as Everlast, Whitey 
Ford is back with a little House Of Pain in tow. The new 15-track record is more of a history lesson then it is an 
ensemble of music. Unfortunately, it’s no Whitey Ford Sings The Blues either. Topping that 1998 is a tough gig 
especially when the new record is good, but lacks what made Everlast, Everlast. In 2018, good simply isn’t good 
enough and fans today expect levels that direct upwards. Erik still has his talent, his voice and his signature sound 
intact, but again, one must always reach for the top of that ladder because climbing back to the bottom and starting 
over again doesn’t make it “Hot To Death” nor does it “Get Down”...it simply “Ends.” 9/7/18 HH1/2

HONEY C - Wildfire (1801) 
Who is Honey C? Well, she’s one bad bee, that’s who! We usually try to avoid reviewing an album after its 
release, but Sochitta Sal aka Honey Cocaine aka Honey C is a female Canadian rapper and R&B artist that 
clearly deserved the attention. This Cambodian queen brings the heat with her sophomore thriller, Wildfire, 
and her growth as an artist since 2011 is a prominent roll-off from her performances with one of today’s pre-
miere rappers, Tyga. Tracks like “Chainsmoking” and “Veteran” paint stardom on the stars and when the 
smoke clears you’ll see exactly what we see - a future hip-hop star that could give the likes of Cardi B and 
Nicki Minaj a run fo’ their money. C’s pretty impressive social media and YouTube following, AND the fact she 
pays attention to her fan base by liking and responding to comments, surely proves that a real queen knows 
how to control her own destiny. Much like Cardi B, Honey C is simply likable due to undeniable talent, and 
that swag rap artists hold close. No presentable arrogance or drama here and Honey C doesn’t seem to have 
many haters in the game either. Talent is talent and Wildfire puts her skillsets on full display. This is a def rec-
ommendation for those that dig a mix of smooth rap, solid beats and a touch of R&B flavor. 8/3/18 HHH1/2

PARASITE INC - Dead And Alive (Reaper) 
Fast, faster and fastest. This seems to be going thru the head of each member of Parasite Inc as they bulldoze 
thru each track on Dead And Alive. At first, the album didn’t really strike us as listenable until we actually listened 
a few times. What we found was quite a unique and different approach to metal. Blast beats, dual-guitar anthems, 
solos, double-bass kicks at mach-five and dare we say, catchy riff structures. Labeled as a “melodic” metal band, 
we feel Parasite Inc from Aalen, Germany deserves a bit broader description than that. This band has been around 
since 2007, yet this is only the second official album release. Why? We don’t really know, but we do know that 
“Headf*** Roller Coaster,” the albums first radio release, is as versatile as it is metal. Metal is so subjective these 
days, and that is a good thing in our minds because to funnel anything these days into one jar really isn’t the way 
we listen to music anymore. It’s also a bit mind-boggling how this band has flown under the radar without any real 
Stateside attention until now. We have two original members (Kai Bigler and Benjamin Stelzer) still in the band with 
the total member number currently at four. In short, this is a pretty standout album in an era where metal is either 
really balls out or completely lacking balls at all. Germany should be proud. These guys have balls! 8/17/18 HHH

THE PRODIGY - No Tourists (Take Me To The Hospital)
From “Smack My Bitch Up” to “Firestarter” The Prodigy (named after the Moog Prodigy synthesizer circa 1979-
1984) has created a few music history book classics that will always find themselves a home in the electro-
industrial world of skin, ink and alterna-edge culture. Since the release of their first single “Charly” in August of 
1991, The Prodigy has gathered quite the cult following in both their hometown of Braintree, Essex (England) and 
abroad. They became a massive US success with the release of The Fat Of The Land in 1997 and continued their 
legacy with three albums leading up to No Tourists. Whether live or in the studio the main core of TP has pretty 
much stayed intact with founders Liam Howlett, Keith Flint and Maxim Reality riding high since the band began 
in 1990. The upside to this new album is how the band revisits that electronic backbone and accents the core 
with hip-hop beats and soundwaves, but overall we just don’t think The Prodigy could ever exceed the genius 
that Fat... dominated the genre with back in the day. Many would agree that TP is at their best when vocals are 
involved, and this album has those moments. But, when those moments are gone, we are back to just solid strip 
club backdrops. I guess that may be a good thing, but rising above past efforts is a good thing too. 11/2/18 HH
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Pet Sematary (Audiobook-Simon & 
Shuster)
We’re gonna be honest and ad-

mit that this was our first attempt at sitting 
through an audiobook and though we can’t 
compare it to others, we don’t really see the 
need to. Stephen King’s Pet Semetary via 
pages of audio was an instant stand out to 
us from the jump because good ‘ol Dexter 
Morgan aka Michael C. Hall serves as its 
narrator. We went into this classic tale hav-
ing read the book and seen the 1989 film 
adaptation with even more excitement and 
interest than ever due to Hall telling the tale 
of six feet under family values just outside of 
Ludlow, Maine.

From the jump it’s as if you are listening 
to Hall narrate one of your favorite Dexter 
episodes, which is a specific style only few 
television shows could get away with and 
not annoy the audience. Come to think of 
it, we just remember The Wonder Years as 
the only other tv program to keep our atten-
tion with a voiceover narrative driving the 
storyline. With an audiobook, it’s the voice 
that in fact must carry the writing and every-
thing words entail. With television or film, it’s 
merely a choice by the producer or director 
that works or doesn’t work for the audience. 
Here, it all boils down to tone, the variation 
of a character, when to accent words, spac-
ing vs. silence, etc. etc. With Pet Semetary 
(released by Simon & Schuster), Hall nails 
down an amazing vocal performance and 
does some pretty impressive character voice 
acting throughout the audiobooks 15 hours 
and 41 minutes of runtime. 

Start to finish, Michael C. Hall’s narrative ver-
sion of the original 1983 374-page Stephen 
King classic novel pulls you in, and the occult 

clas-
sic brain scen-
ery of The Creeds and a 
series of unfortunate accidents become 
an artistic masterpiece as Louis Creed takes 
one last walk down his left-hand path. Im-
pressive wouldn’t be fair here and either 
would fantastic, genius or even spellbind-
ing. This “horror on tape” is a masterpiece 
among audio efforts we have since then re-
viewed with other voices behind their scripts. 
Overall, this is a great story by an exception-
al author, delivered by one of our genera-
tions greatest 0-60 actors in the business. 

If you’re not 
the reading type, but want 
the experience a book can give, start 
yourself up with this particular audiobook 
and be prepared for the bar to be set high. 
As an avid reader of King, if you thought the 
book was good, prepare to be blown away 
by Church and his comeback tail...tale. Yes, 
a motion picture reboot is coming in 2019 
too! www.audible.com -RB H H H H H
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Amazing! Las Vegas COMIC-CON (2018)

We’ve easily been to 3-4 dozen comic-related 
convention in our time. We’ve been to more un-
memorable ones than memorable. When it came 
to our first-time converging on the 2018 Las Ve-
gas Comic-Con presented by Amazing! Comic 
Conventions, memorable was an understate-
ment. Now, we could have done without each isle 
taking 45 minutes to cover due to cosplay-
ers and fanboys stopping in the middle 
of each aisle to go “ooh” and “ah!”, but a 
crowded convention does make for nostal-
gia and curiosity. Kudos to the producers 
as well for mixing artists and vendors vs. 
separate areas designated to each. This 
provides a better multiple-day experience, 
and def helps from a vendors perspective. 
Star power could have been taken up a 
notch since the show was so packed and 
the large trade show nut seemed covered, 
but the stars they did have like Charlie Cox 
(Daredevil on Netflix) were accessible and 
very fan-friendly. We can’t say the same 
for Deadpool creator Rob Liefeld (who 

was an unprofessional a**hole). Unlike many 
comic conventions, the staff overall for Amaz-
ing!, and the convention center was top notch 
and void of any kind of attitude. This is a huge 
problem with many conventions because “star 
power” arrogance somehow spills onto the staff 
at these events more often than not. Kudos again 
to Amazing! for a class act event overall. Bigger 
venue next time (please)? -RB H H H H










